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I
De remming van de bloemaanleg bij lange-dag planten in korte dag (in wit
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II
De bevordering van de bloemaanleg bij lange-dag planten in lange dag (inwit
licht), wordt beheerst door pigmenten, behorend tot fotosynthese-systeem I,
tezamen met fytochroom in de donker-rood absorberende vorm.
Dit proefschrift.

Ill
Violaxanthine speelt een rol in het bloeimechanisme van daglengte-gevoelige
planten.
Dit proefschrift.
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De door SPRUIT en RAVEN voorgestelde verklaring voor de 'lag phase' bij de
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(1970).
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De opvatting van VAN DE VOOREN, dat deblokkering van het bloei-inducerend
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nyctofase, is onjuist.
J. VAN DE VOOREN, Z. Pflanzenphysiol. 61, 135-139 (1969).
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X
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XI
Het iseenkwestie van fatsoen, dat gekozenen in volksvertegenwoordigende
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. BRIEF REMARKSON LITERATURE

The influence of light on plant growth and flower initiation has been studied
by numerous investigators for many years. Already in the 17th century, RAY
(117) recognized light inhibition on elongation. In 1912, TOURNOIS (140)
described clearly thephotoperiodic control of flower formation; six years later,
KLEBS (75) also detected the importance of light for plant growth and development. But it was to GARNER and ALLARD (48), in their paper of 1920, to introduce the term photoperiodism for the response of an organism to the relative
length of day and night. In 1923 they also recognized two photoperiodic
response types, the long-day and the short-day plants (49), which can be
considered as the basic photoperiodic response types, not only in plant flowering, but in organismsingeneral.Later, other photoperiodic responsetypes have
been found, most of which are derived from the two types first described.
In the second half of the last century, the mechanism of flower initiation was
already under investigation. In 1863-1865, SACHS (121, 122) published his hypothesis about flower forming substances, produced by the leaves in the light.
But it was only in 1934 that KNOTT (77) demonstrated that optimal flowering
response can be obtained in both long-day and short-day plants, if only the
leaves are exposed to the inductive daylength conditions. From the experiments
with short-day plants in 1936 by MOSHKOV (107), CHAILAKHYAN (15), and
PSAREV (114) it became still more evident that the leaves, and not the apical
buds, are the receptive organs of the photoperiodic stimulus. This work became
thebasisfor a flower hormone concept in photoperiodism, thus supporting the
hypothesis of SACHS. In 1937,CHAILAKHYAN (16)proposed to call the concerned
hormone 'florigen', meaning 'flower-former'. From grafting experiments (discussed in great detail by LANG (81)), much evidence in favor of the existence of
a florigen wasgained. It wasassumed to beformed inthe leavesand transported
to the growing points; the nature of florigen was supposed to be the same in
various plant species (80). Efforts to isolate florigen, however, were rather unsuccesful. Only, in 1961, LINCOLN, MAYFIELD, and CUNNINGHAM (83) reported
on thepreparation ofan extract from flowering Xanthium pennsylvanicum plants
which, when applied to non-induced individuals, lead to flower initiation in
somecases.In 1962, LINCOLN et al. (84)and, in 1966, BISWASet al.(6) succeeded
in inducing flowering in non-induced plants even with extracts from other species. However, the stimulus obtained was weak. Further concentration and
purification of the extract and identification of the hormone is needed in order
to explain the function of florigen in the flowering process.
Some investigators (115, 79, 82, 51, 54) expressed a different viewpoint, viz.,
the flower-inhibition hypothesis, clearly defined by VON DENFFER (24) in 1950.
He suggested that a plant isalways capable of flowering, but that flowering may
be inhibited by a particular factor, the formation of which in photoperiodically
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 70-19 (1970)
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sensitiveplants should befavoured byphotoperiods unfavourable for flowering.
WELLENSIEK and coworkers (157, 152, 151,153)also assumed the removal of an
inhibition during the photoperiodic induction. These ideas resulted in the hypothesis that, at least in the long-day plant Silene armeria, inductive treatments
cause the destruction of an inhibition after which the synthesis of a transportable floral stimulus can start (154, 155, 156). This stimulus, which might be a
substance with auto-catalytic properties, should cause the realisation of flower
initiation in the growing point. So, in the hypothesis of WELLENSIEK, both the
theory of flower-inhibition and that of flower forming substances are combined.
Since it is not the aim of this study to copy already existing reviews on this
subject, reference is made to the papers of: BOPP (1966: 8), BORTHWICK and
PARKER (1950: 12), BORTHWICK and HENDRICKS (1960: 10), LANG(1952:80and
1965:81),LIVERMANN(1955:89),MELCHERS and LANG (1948: 98), MOHR (1962:
104), SALISBURY (1961: 123; 1965: 124and 125), WASSINKand STOLWIJK(1956:

148), and ZEEVAART (1962: 163).
1.2. SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATIONS

Much of the earlier work on photoperiodism of flower intiation has been
concerned with the effects of night interruptions in the frame of 24-hour cycles.
The effect of light quality of the main light period has also been studied in more
recent years (e.g. 147, 132,85, 100, 127,28),but its duration has not often been

R e l a t i v e t i m e to
flower

initiation

plants

12

18

24

Daytength in hours

FIG. 1.Schematicdaylength dependencecurvesoffloweringinlong-dayandshort-day plants,
as proposed by BEST (5). Lineaadded by DE LINT (87);thecritical daylengths between vegetative and generative growth were characterized by the level a,the position of which should
depend upon experimental conditions and duration of treatment. In daylengths inwhich the
response curves rise above a, plants remain vegetative.
2
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the subject of investigation. In 1960, BEST (5) and DELINT (87) investigated the

main light period somewhat further. BEST,onthe basis ofextensive observations
in rice, has presented photoperiodic response curves for flowering of both
short-day and long-day plants. Photoperiods in hisexperiments were between
4 and24hours. Forthepart ofthe curve between 0and4hours, which at that
time hestill called hypothetical, hemade theassumption 'that under conditions
of continuous darkness flowering occurs early, provided that theplant is continuously supplied with sufficient carbohydrate'. This assumption was based on
publications about flower initiation in total darkness in short-day aswell asin
long-day plants (50, 82, 137, 138, 59). Interruption ofthe otherwise continuous
dark period byonly afewseconds orminutes oflightina 24-hour cycle should,
according to BEST (5), markedly delay flower initiation. Onthis basis, andsupplemented by the observations of DE LINT (87), BEST presented photoperiodic

response curves ofshort-day andlong-day plants over a range of photoperiods
between 0 hours (continuous darkness) and24hours (continuous light). These
curves arepresented infig.1.
Somewhat in contradiction with these curves is the observation of HARDER
and GUMMER (55) that the short-day plant Kalanchoe blossfeldiana will not
flower in continuous darkness, butthat itneeds atleast some light, beitevenas
little as 1sec. of sunlight. This observation hasbeen confirmed by FREDERICQ
(43).
Working with thelong-day plant Hyoscyamus niger, DE LINT (87) confirmed
the BEST-curveforlong-day plants; one ofhis curvesisshown infig.2.D E LINT
explained his observations by suggesting that inhibition of flowering was due
to the production during the light period of an inhibitor-precursor, which
Days t o shooting
22r-

x

10

30

100

300

1000

Daylength in m i n u t e s

FIG. 2.Days to shooting in Hyoscyamus upon a daylength treatment in white light (20,000
ergs. cmr 2 .sec -1 ) during 6 days, following short days in thegreenhouse.After-treatment in
long summer days inthegreenhouse (asgiven byDE LINT (87)).
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should become active as an inhibitor in the dark, following that light period.
Theinhibitor, formed from theprecursor in darkness, should haveno measurable persistence, so that in continued darkness the plant, being exhausted of
precursor, was no longer inhibited. For the main pigment system, mediating
precursor production, DE LINT pointed to the reversible red/far-red (R-FR)
pigmentsystemwhichwasknowntoexistinplantssincethediscovery of FLINT
and MCALISTER in 1935 (38) and became well known under the name phytochrome*(10,62, 130,67).
In our investigation, we have again studied the daylength dependence of
flower initiation underwhitelight(cf. Chapter 3), as well as under light of restricted spectral regions (cf. Chapter 4)in the annual strain of the 'qualitative'
long-dayplantHyoscyamusniger,inordertotrytocontributetoabetterunderstanding of thefloweringmechanism.

*It isworth noting that this name had already been used in 1883 by ENGELMANN (29) for all
pigments in plant cells.
4
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2. TECHNIQUES, MATERIALS, AND PARAMETERS
OF FLOWER INITIATION
2.1. GENERAL PLANNING OF THEEXPERIMENTS

In an investigation of thedaylength dependence offloweringin Hyoscyamus
niger, continuous treatment cannot beapplied sinceplants,grown inveryshort
daylengthsor otherwise unfavourable photosynthetic conditions,willsoon die.
To avoid this, DE LINT (87) subjected his experimental plants to specific daylengthtreatmentsduring6daysonly, after which limited period all plants were
exposed toflowerinducing long days.In thepresent series of experiments, this
methodwasusedalso.Buteventhistreatmentoften causedtheplantstobecome
veryweak,especially in far-red irradiation. Therefore, wewanted to explorein
howfar thismethod could beimproved byintercalating dayswithanon-inductivelightperiodinordertoimprovethephotosyntheticconditionsoftheplants.
Summation of effects of inductive photoperiodic cycles in Hyoscyamus has
been investigated by LANG and MELCHERS (82); these authors concluded that
theeffects ofseriesoflimited numbersofinductivecyclesareadditive,evidently
duetotheformation ofastablesubstance,andalsothatreversalorannihilation
of induction by intercalated SD will not take place. The restriction has to be
madethat theydidnotinvestigatethispossibilityfor singleLD,norfor pairsof
LD with more than 10inserted SD. The same phenomenon was examined in
greater detail by CARR (14), who concluded that the effects of photoperiodic
stimuliareadditiveinthe LDP Hyoscyamusnigeraswellasinthe SDP Chenopodiumamaranticolor. CARRassumed that theprecursors oftheflowerhormone
are stable and retained in the apical meristem. Only the diluting effect of continuedcelldivisionwassupposed to bealimitation. Also DELINT(87)inhisexperiments found no reduction by6inhibitive SDon theinductive effect ofproceeding LD. He concluded that the inductive effect of any treatment is fixed
irreversibly within the same day, or approximately so, in Hyoscyamus.
Itseemedthereforejustified to repeatedly interrupt photoperiodic treatments
by some short days (i.e.with 9hours of light) in order to keep the plants in a
better condition during the experimental period. Thisenables us to applyphotosynthetically unfavourable cycles in larger numbers than is possible by continuousapplication.AsintheworkofDELINT,after-treatment wasgiveninLD,
in order to obtain flower initiation in all treatments. This method already was
shown to be satisfactory (87,72).
During thetreatment days(TD),circumstanceslikelight qualitywerevaried,
butinserted daysalwayswereSDinfluorescentlight(exceptintheexperiments
presented in subsection 3.3.4.)at 20°C.Illuminations in SD,LD,and TD started between 8and 10o'clock inthemorning asmuchaspossible,sothat anew
cycle for allplants started at about the same time.
Abbreviations used in thispaper are listed below:
ATP
adenosine-5'-triphosphate;
dATP 2'-desoxyadenosine-5'-triphosphate;
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 70-19 (1970)
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HER
ID
LD
LDP
NADP
Pfr
Pr
"lolal

SD
SDP
TD

high energy reactions);
intercalated day(s);
longday(s):ca. 16hours oflight per day;
long-day plant(s);
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate;
far-red absorbing form ofphytochrome;
redabsorbing form ofphytochrome;
"t

I

*fr>

short day(s):ca.9hours oflight per day;
short-day plant(s);
treatment day(s).
2.2. TECHNIQUES

2.2.1. Introductory remarks
Plantsoftheannual strain ofHyoscyamus niger L.were,prior totheexperiment,growninthephytotron atabout 20°C,mostly for 3to4months undera
9-hour day. During thisperiod they weretransplanted twiceinto larger plastic
pots. Thelight intensity waskept somewhat lower directly after transplanting
(30,000 ergs. cm"2, sec-1) andthereafter raised to 50,000to60,000ergs.cm"2.
sec-1. Thelight wasobtained fromfluorescentlamps, PHILIPSTL33/120Wor
TL 33/40W.
Daily irradiation during theprecultivation period, and during experiments
ended either byautomatically switching offthe lights,orbymoving theplants
into a dark room. During experiments with very short irradiations or with
coloured light, transport ofthe plants wasalways made incomplete darkness.
In all experiments, temperature wasmaintained at 20°C. During theprecultivation period, aswell asduring theexperimental period, airhumidity was not
always under control; it mostly wasaround 65%.
Occasional appearance of aphids on the plants could not completely be
avoided. In that case the plants were treated with vapourized 'Liro-Nogos',
containingDDVP(dimethyl-dichlorovinyl-phosphate) astheactivecompound.
Thetreatmentwascarried outinagreenhouse under natural lightandwasonly
done during apart ofthe dayat which theplants otherwise would have been
under white light conditions in thephytotron. When aphids appeared onthe
plants during an experiment, they were removed by hand or the plants were
treated asmentioned abovesomedayslaterwhentheywereinwhitelightagain.
When, at the end of an experiment, leaf- andflowerprimordia had tobe
counted, allplants intheexperiment were harvested onthesamedayand put
into 70%ethanol.
Counting of leaf- and flower primordia, and examination of the growing
points wascarried outunder a binocular microscope.
2.2.2. Equipment usedfor irradiation during the experiments
Duringtheexperiments,whitelightalwayshasbeengivenfrom above.Itwas
6
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PLATE 1. Movable cabinet for irradiation in narrow spectral regions.

Meded.Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 70-19 (1970)

supplied inthephytotron rooms of thislaboratory byfluorescentlampsof the
type mentioned insubsection2.2.1.Inordertoaddsomemoreredand far-red,
wesometimescombined thefluorescentlampswithincandescentlamps,mostly
PHILIPS 'Argenta super lux', 75W.The spectral composition of the fluorescent
radiation isshown infig.3a,in which also the effect of the addition of incandescent light isdemonstrated.
Irradiation in light of narrow wavelength bands was supplied in separate
cabinetsforeachcolour.Inoneexperiment,thecabinetsfor lowlightintensity,
already described by DE LINT(87),wereused.
In each of thesecabinets specific colour 'monophosphor'fluorescentlamps are installed on
top, the far-red cabinet having incandescent lamps. In each cabinet, the lamp compartment
wasseparated from theplantcompartment byoneormoreglassor'plexiglas'filters,and in the
far-red cabinet also by an 8cm water filter.

Infigs.3b,d,e, and/ the spectral characteristics of theincidentirradiations
in the different compartments are presented. In most experiments,however, a
newtype of movablecoloured light cabinets was used (Plate 1).
The inner dimensions of thesecabinets are: 109cm long,69.5cm wide, 68cmhigh.The inside of a cabinet is completely aluminum-lined, so that the light distribution on plant level
(plants placed at the bottom) isvery uniform. Lamps are mounted at the top of the cabinet.
Bymeans of a fan inthe upper part of thecabinet, air issucked through thecabinet from one
side near the double bottom of the plant compartment, to the other side near the top, from
whereitisexpelled viathelampcompartment. Thetemperature insidetheplant compartment
does not differ more than 1°Cfrom that of the air spacein which the cabinet isplaced. Thus,
by placing a cabinet in a temperature controlled phytotron room, we obtain a temperature
controlled coloured light cabinet. The lamp compartment isseparated from that of the plants
by 'plexiglas' filters. In the lamp compartment, a maximum of 12fluorescentlamps of 40 W
each can be installed. The same types of 'monophosphor' fluorescent lamps as in the earlier
cabinets have been used. In the far-red cabinet fourteen 60W incandescent lamps have been
used in combination with 'plexiglas' filters. A water filter was not included.

Mostfilterswere 'plexiglas' ROHM and HAASfilters(Darmstadt, Germany).
To obtain far-red radiation, filters nr. 501 and nr. 627 were used; red:filter
nr. 501,combined with PHILIPSTL 103339/40Was a light source;blue: filter
nr. 248,combined with PHILIPSTL 18/40Wasa light source.Infigs.3candd,
the spectral characteristics of the incident irradiations in the movablecabinets
are presented. For the green light, PHILIPSTL 17/40Wlamps werecombined
with a glass filter, reducing the radiation to the region between ca. 500 and
600nm (seefig.3e).
2.2.3. Lightintensity measurements
The incident intensities of irradiation have been measured just above soil
levelinergs.cm-2.sec-1 (1erg = 10-7 W.sec)withacosinecorrectedphotocell
(57). Thephotocelliscalibrated witha standardized thermopilefor eachwavelengthcombination.Intensitiesofmixedradiationsweredeterminedbyseparate
measurement of thecomponents.
8
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FIG. 3. Spectral composition of the irradiations; a: for TL 33/40 W, with 0, 20, 40 or 60%
of the, in the main illumination installed power, installed in incandescent lamps (from
GAASTRA(46));b,c,d,e,and/ : for colourlight;
energydistributionspectraof incident
irradiations;
emission spectra of the lamps;
transmissions of the filters. The
transmission of the 'plexiglas'filtershasbeen measured up to 850nm; infigs, band cthecurvesare extrapolated up to 1000nm (-.-.-). The emission spectrum of the incandescent lamps
wasestimated from data of DEVos(141);that of theredfluorescent lampsaswellas theentire
fig.3<? has been taken from DE LINT (87). Theemission spectrum of the bluefluorescentlamps
was obtained from the PHILIPS Laboratories.

Ingeneral,thelightintensityvaluesoftheexperimentsaregiveninthelegends
of the figures.
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2.3. PLANT MATERIAL

2.3.1. General
Hyoscyamus nigerexists in an annual and a biannual form; the last one needs
a period of cold before being responsive to long-day induction. According to a
study of CORRENS, in 1904 (20), the two forms differ only in one pair of genes.
MELCHERS, in 1936(96),showed that the biannual form is not absolutely dominant over the annual one.
Theplanttypeused throughout thisinvestigation isanannual,yellow flowering
strain of Hyoscyamus niger var. pallidus. Seeds were originally obtained from
Dr. A. LANG (133). It is known as a qualitative long-day plant. The same strain
was used in all earlier work on Hyoscyamus from this laboratory (142, 133,23,
85, 150,86, 145a,87,88,28),and in many cases elsewhere (e.g. 82, 111, 100, 127,
128).
2.3.2. Remarks onplant age
In experiments on Hyoscyamus, mostly plants of some months old are used;
sometimes plants of only one month old were used (68). LANG and MELCHERS
(82) mentioned that the annual strain of Hyoscyamus niger already in early
stages of growth reacts upon daylengths, and in 1965 LANG (81) stated that,
after completion of thejuvenile phase, with progressing age the minimum number of inductive cycles decreases further.
In order to obtain moreinformation about theduration ofa so-calledjuvenile
phase, plants of sixdifferent ages,41,31, 21,17,14,and 12days old respectively
(from sowing, and grown in SD), were exposed to several LD and then placed
in SD again. The experiment started 7-3-'66and lasted 50days.The two groups
of oldest plants neither showed any difference indays toshooting, nor in flower
initiation. LD treatment ofyounger plants,however,was lesseffective. Shooting
was slower and the critical number of inductive cycles needed to obtain generative development and shooting, was higher. This effect of plant age was observed with the mixture of fluorescent and incandescent light as well as with
fluorescent light only; in the latter, reactions were somewhat slower. When
applied in the SD after-treatment, the two different light qualities did not show
any difference in effect.
Averages of some data are given in fig. 4.
From thisexperiment it isconcluded that, under our experimental conditions,
no absolutejuvenilephase wasevident, but that, with increasing age,up to some
30 to 40 days, Hyoscyamus responds somewhat better to inductive treatment.
In other experiments, plants of 3 to 4 months old were mostly used, because
these survived better than plants of 1to 2 months under low light energy conditions, such as very short daylengths.
2.4. PARAMETERS OF FLOWER INITIATION

In an earlier paper (72), parameters of flower initiation havebeen briefly discussed. In general, the leaf or node index (cf. e.g. 81) is the most reliable para10
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Flower initiating plants

FIG.4.Flowerinitiation(a)andshooting(b)
ofHyoscyamusplantsof6different ages:41,
31,21,17,14,and 12daysold(aftersowing),
subjected to different periodsofLD(4,6,8,
10, 12, 14, 16, 18,20,25or 50LD),withan
after-treatment inSD.LDaswellasSDwere
applied in a mixed radiation of fluorescent
and incandescent lamps (total irradiation
< 700nm:80,000ergs.cirr2.sec"1and17,500
ergs.cm_2.sec_l between 700and 1000nm).
Averages of 4 plants.Seealso text.
: 41 days old
O• O : 31 days old
•: 21days old
•: 17days old
A- - A : 14days old
A. - - A : 12days old
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meter offlowerinitiation, reflecting differences in the relation between vegetative growth and the beginning of flower initiation. Thus, possible environmental effects on developmental rates in later stages offlowerdevelopment are
eliminated (81).However, in section 3.2.of thispaper, itwillbeshownthat the
leaf indexneitherisa fully reliable parameter since,in Hyoscyamus, leaf initiation andflowerinitiation both depend on daylength, but in different ways.
For Hyoscyamus'leaf increment' is determined rather than total number of leaves. When
plantswithnumerousleaves,likeHyoscyamus,are used,variation inthenumber ofleavesmay
beconsiderable already at the start of an experiment. Therefore, total number of leaves isan
inaccurate parameter for the determination of the relative moments of floral induction. It is
better to use 'leaf increment' which, however, neither isalways sufficiently accurate as a parameter of flower initiation.

For this reason, in thepresent paper, the number offlowerprimordia onthe
mainflowerstalk isused as theprincipal characteristic.Todetermine itsvalue,
theproduction rateofflowerprimordia hasbeeninvestigated in LDand alsoin
SDafter different numbers of LD(fig. 5).In the second case,countsweremade
after equal total numbers of days,including both LD and SD.
For thisexperiment, theplantsweresowndirectly inpotsand grownat20°C
under fluorescent light in SD. The experiment started 28-9-1966, when the
plants were 1\ month old. SD was then given as a mixture offluorescentand

Number of flower primordia
14

14

16
18
20
Number of L D

FIG. 5. 1.Rate of flower initiation of Hyoscyamusin LD, and 2.number offlowerprimordia
after x LD and (25-x) SD. Averages of 5 plants. See also text.
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incandescent light (total irradiation < 700 nm: 81,000 ergs.cm_2.sec""' and
17,500 ergs.cirr^sec-1 between 700 and 1000 nm) for 9 hours, while LD was
given by extending the same short day with 7hours of lowintensity incandescent light (< 700nm: 1000 ergs.cnr2.sec_1 and between 700 and 1000nm:
2700ergs.cm_2.sec_1).
Atthestart oftheexperiment, theplants wereplaced in LD,and daily(up to
20LD)5plantswereharvested and thenumberofflowerprimordiawascounted
(seefig.5, curve 1). From this curve it is clear that after a certain number of
inductive cycles (10 LD), the first flower primordium is seen and production
then increases linearly with increasing number of LD.
Besides, every day (up to 10LD) groups of plants were transferred back to
SD,and25daysafter thefirstLD,5 plantsofeachofthesegroupswereharvested, andflowerprimordia counted (seefig.5,curve 2).Curve 2showsthat also
with a limited number of LD, with SD after-treatment, the number of flower
primordia recorded after afixedtotalnumberofdays,reflects theduration ofthe
inductive treatment. Thedemonstrated resultsindicatethat at least 10daysare
necessary for aflowerprimordium to become apparent and, moreover, that 5
inductive days are sufficient for the production of 6flowerprimordia, and 10
daysfor 13primordia, after a(total) reaction time of25days.Thelatter difference can be interpreted as the effect of increased induction (the difference be-

fip-

ti .p.-

14

16
18
20
Number of L D

FIG. 6. Macroscopic and microscopic examination of the state of the growing point of Hyoscyamus: 1.during induction in LD; 2. after x LD and (25-x) SD;
v: vegetative in macroscopic and microscopic examination; no visible stem elongation;
v": stem elongation, but no flower primordia visible in the examination used;
fl.p.:flowerprimordia visible in the examination used.
•
• : microscopic examination
O
O : macroscopic examination
See also text.
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PLATE 2.Growing points of Hyoscyamusplantsafter different numbers of LD:a.0;b.2; c. 4;
</.5; c. 7 ; / 9; £, A,and /'. 10 LD. Enlargement: 1:47.

tween 5 and 10LD),whereas,incurve 1,itseemsthat theeffect containsamixture of increase in induction and in reaction time. It is remarkable, from this
viewpoint, that both curves are very nearly parallel.
In the same experiment, a comparison was made between macroscopically
visible shooting and the microscopical examination of flower bud production.
For the daily harvests of plants in continuous LD, visible shooting was nicely
14
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correlated withflower budproduction asfound underthebinocular microscope
(see fig. 6,7). However, with limited LD treatment and SD after-treatment
(fig. 6,2), only 60-80% of the plants which had received 5, 6 or 7 LD, had
started shooting, but all showedflowerprimordia. So,inthesecases,thecorrelation in time between the two criteria is somewhat less apparent.
Growing points of plants in LD were harvested daily and photographed
(Plate 2). Until after 4 LD, in this experiment, the growing point remained
ratherflat (Plate2a-c).Only after a greater number of LD it became more and
moreglobular,andstemelongationseemedtostart(Plate2d-g);flowerinitiation
started after about 10LD (Plate 2/J-I).
From the foregoing, it can be concluded that as long as the plants are in
inductive conditions, 'number offlowerprimordia' and 'days to shooting' are
equivalent parameters to determineflowerinitiation in a qualitative way.Also,
'number of unexpanded leaves' has shown to bea useful parameter (72).'Leaf
increment' isnot alwaysasgood astheotherparameters,whiletheinfluence of
daylength on the growth rate (leaf increment) is somewhat different from that
on the rate offlowerinitiation (82). Therefore, in cases that leaf incrementis
used in thispaper, at least one other parameter will also be used.
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3. D A Y L E N G T H D E P E N D E N C E O F F L O W E R
I N I T I A T I O N IN WHITE L I G H T
3.1. INTRODUCTION

Amongst the extensive literature about light influences on flowering, surprisingly little information on the response curves of daylength dependence of
flowering is found. Mostly, the daylength dependence was examined to establish the critical daylength (49). For Hyoscyamus this has been done in
great detail by LANG and MELCHERS (82). They established the critical daylength with the aid of two parameters, 'days to shooting' and 'leaf increment'.
Under their experimental conditions, at various temperatures, they found a
slightly shorter critical daylength for leaf increment. For both parameters, the
critical daylength was longer at higher temperatures. At 20°C, they determined the critical daylength to beabout 9 hours 40 minutes.
Under his experimental conditions, at 20°C, E L HATTAB (28) found the critical daylength to be between 10 and 12 hours; the daylength reaction was the
same under fluorescent light and under a mixture of fluorescent and incandescent light, with a slightly faster response under the mixture. The difference between LANG and MELCHERS, and E L HATTAB may be due to slight differences in
growth of the plants (97) or to small differences in experimental conditions.
However, the critical daylength is not completely fixed in Hyoscyamus, and
the term 'critical daylength' israther senseless inview of recent photoperiodicity
research, especially that in narrow spectral regions (148, 85, 28), but when a
description of thephotoperiodic response includes a specification ofthe environmental conditions, 'critical daylength' still is a useful term.
In section 3.2., an experiment isdescribed in which the critical daylength has
been established in the two white light qualities used throughout most of our
experiments.
In section 3.3., some experimental factors possibly influencing the daylength
dependence of flower initiation in white light are examined in greater detail, and
in section 3.4., the influence of light intensity on the daylength dependence of
flower initiation is demonstrated.
Some investigators examined the influence of daylength on flower initiation
below the critical daylength. As already mentioned in section 1.2., BEST (5) and
DE LINT (87) presented complete photoperiodic response curves for long-day
plants (fig. 1,p. 2 and fig. 2,p. 3).Also LONA (92), with the LDP Urtica pilulifera L. and PARLEVLIET (113), with spinach, studied very short daylengths and,
like the previous authors, found decreased inhibition of flower initiation in very
short photoperiods.
3.2. THE EFFECT OF TWO WHITE LIGHT SOURCES ON THE CRITICAL DAYLENGTH

In this experiment, two light qualities were used. First, fluorescent light was
applied at an intensity of 53,000 ergs.cm~2.sec_1, being about the same as that
16
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underwhich theplantsweregrownbefore theexperiment. Secondly,amixture
of fluorescent and incandescent light was applied at an intensity of 25,000
ergs.cm~2.sec_1 below the wavelength of 700nm, and of 8600ergs.cm~2.sec_1
between 700and 1000nm.
In both light qualitiesplantswereexposed at 20°C,to photoperiods of540,
600,660,690,720,750,780,810,840, 1000, 1200or 1440minutesperday.The
experiment started 22-7-'69and ended 18-9-'69, after 58days.
Ascanbeseenfromfig.7,shootingisfaster inthemixed irradiation thanin
fluorescent light only. It is not likely that this is due to the lower intensity of
photosyntheticallyactivelightinthemixture,since EL HATTAB(28) found the
samefor equallightintensities.Heconcluded that theacceleration ofshooting
is, at least in part, directly due to the admixture of incandescent light. From
fig. 7, it isevident that for visible shooting the critical daylength issomewhat
shorter(660-690min.)underthemixedirradiation thanunderpure fluorescent

Days to shooting
Or

600

800

1000
1200
1400
Daylength in minutes

FIG. 7.Days to shooting in Hyoscyamus under various photoperiods with two sources of
white light, viz.,fluorescentlight (•
•) at an intensity of 53,000ergs.cnr"2.sec~l, and a
mixtureoffluorescentand incandescent light(O
O)at an intensity of25,000ergs.cirr2.
-1
-2
-1
sec < 700nmandof8600ergs.cm .sec between700and 1000nm.Theexperiment started
22-7-'69 and wasfinishedafter 58 days. Averages of 5plants.
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light (690-720min.). This observation does not disagreewith EL HATTAB'S results, since hedid not discriminatebetween photoperiodsin therangebetween
10and 12hours.Under both light qualities, the number of days to shooting
reached a saturation level at about960minutesoflight;longerdaylengthsdid
notor only slightly speed up shooting.
Microscopicexamination of the growingpoint at the end of theexperiment
showedthatunderbothlightqualitiesallplantsinphotoperiodsof660minutes
or longer had initiated flower primordia.Apparently, thecriticaldaylength for
flower initiation liesbetween600and 660minutes(Table 1).whichissomewhat
shorter than that for visibleshooting.
Leaf increment of plants
with (lower primoraia
Br
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FIG. 8. Leaf increment till flower initiation in Hyoscyamusunder various photoperiods with
two sources of white light, viz.,fluorescent light (•
• ) ,and a mixture offluorescentand
incandescent light (O
O). Standard deviations are indicated by bars. See also legend
fig. 7.
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TABLE 1. State of the growing point of Hyoscyamus under various photoperiods with two
different light sources; v: vegative; f: flower primordia formed. Examination after
58 days. See also legend fig 7.
Daily light period
(minutes)

540 600 660 690 720 750 780 810 840 1000 1200 1440
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FIG. 9. Average plastochron indays in Hyoscyamustillflowerinitiation under various photoperiods of two sources of white light, viz., fluorescent light (•
•), and a mixture of
fluorescentand incandescent light (O
O). See also legend fig. 7, and text.
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However,inthisexperiment,in allplantsthathadinitiatedflowerprimordia
some 'shooting' had started, since a 'stem' of at least 2mm could be observed
upon microscopic examination. On the whole, our observations agree nicely
with those of LANG and MELCHERS(82).
The graphs presenting leaf increment of the plants with flower primordia
(fig.8)show that,inthemixedirradiation, leaf increment valuesare lower than
influorescentlight;thus,notonlyflowerinitiation asdetermined from shooting,
but also as determined from leaf increment values isfaster in the mixture than
influorescentirradiation alone.Thehigher values of leaf increment, indicating
somewhatslowerflowerinitiationundercontinuousfluorescentlight(1440min.
photoperiod), as compared with 1000and 1200minutes, agree nicely with the
'BEST-curve'(cf.fig.1)for LDP,whereaslight increaseintimetoflowerinitiation in the longest photoperiods is assumed (5).
Infig.9, the average plastochron is presented for the various treatments.A
plastochronrepresents the timein days, necessary to initiate a leaf, and isobtained here by dividing the number of days to shooting by the corresponding
leafincrement value.Itisevidentthat leafinitiation isfaster inlongerdays.The
increase in leaf increment values under continuousfluorescentlight, therefore,
ismainlyduetotheincreasedrateofleafinitiation andnottoretarded initiation
offlowerprimordia. Since 'days to shooting' and 'leaf increment' both clearly
dependondaylength,butnotexactlyinthesameway(comparefig.7withfig.8),
they are not fully interchangable parameters forflowerinitiation.
3.3. EXPERIMENTAL FACTORS POSSIBLY INFLUENCING THE DAYLENGTH DEPEND-

ENCE OF FLOWER INITIATION

3.3.1. Introduction
Inapreviouspaper(72)someresultshavebeenpresented from anexperiment
of which the schedule of treatment was:(2SD + 3TD)4times,withan aftertreatment of 10 LD (TD = Treatment Day(s)). In the present paper, most
experiments arecarried out according to thistypeof schedule,and therefore, it
seemsworth-whiletoexamineinsomedetailtheinfluence onflowerinitiationof
the various components involved.
Insubsection 3.3.2.,thealternation of2SDwith3TD,whichhadbeenchosen
rather arbitrary, will be compared with another one to see how the sequence
influences the results.
In subsection 3.3.3., the effect of the duration of the LD after-treatment which was not exactly the same in all experiments - will be discussed.
In subsection 3.3.4.,wewilltrytoanalysethepossibleinteraction ofthedaylength effect of the SD cycles, intercalated to keep the plants in sufficient condition for prolonged experimental periods, with that of the TD cycles proper.
Insubsection3.3.5.,theeffect ofthenumberofrepetitionsofeachcombination
will be discussed.
In the previous paper (72), daylength curves have been presented with daylengths on a logarithmic scale as in (87). This presentation resulted in graphs
20
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FIG. 10.Number offlowerprimordia inHyoscyamus.Daylength treatment schedule:(2SD +
3TD)4times,followed by 10LD.LightduringTDaswellasLDwasgivenasmixed radiation
from fluorescent and incandescent lamps (total radiation < 700 nm: 24,000 ergs.cm_2.sec_l
and 7400ergs.cnr2.sec~' between 700and 1000nm).SDwasgiven asfluorescentlight(52,000
ergs.cm~2.sec~l).The experiment started 14-5-'68.Averages of 4 plants. Standard deviations
indicated by bars.

withaclearsecondmaximumfor inhibition offlowerinitiation around 1 minute
(fig. 10).It appears, however, more suitable to present the same data with the
daylengthonalinearscale(fig. 11),ashasmainlybeendoneinthepresentpaper,
because the small maximum around 1minute exposure may well receive too
much stress inpresentations on a logarithmic scale.The consequence of thisis
that data regarding extremely short photoperiods cannot always be recorded
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 70-19 (1970)
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FIG. 11. Number of flower primordia in Hyoscyamus upon different daylength treatments.
Linedmarks thedark level,that isthenumberofflowerprimordia obtained withTD = 0min.
Other daylength treatments willalwaysbecompared withd.Daylength treatments resultingin
values below the dark level are called inhibitive and those resulting invaluesabove d,promotive for flower initiation. Seealso legend fig. 10.

properly in the graphs; they are, however, included, if they are especially relevant.
3.3.2. Shortdaysinterrupting aperiodofdaylength treatments
The following experiment shows the difference in daylength sensitivity of
flower initiation in treatments given according to the schedule (2 SD + 3TD)
4timesorto(3SD + 4TD)3 times,bothwithanafter-treatment of 11LDand
carried out at 20°C.The SDconsisted of495minutes offluorescentlight. The
TDhadphotoperiods of: 0,0.1,0.22,0.5, 1,2.2,5, 10,22,50,100,220,500,720
or960minutes.BoththeTDandtheLDafter-treatment weregivenasamixture
of fluorescent and incandescent light (see legend fig. 12a, cf. also subsection
2.2.2.). The counting offlowerprimordia has been carried out after 11LD of
after-treatment, at the time that all plants were shooting (fig. 12a).
In the daylength region between 100and ca. 650 minutes, both treatments
gaveabout thesameresults,butinthelessinhibitiveand in thepromotiveday22
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FIG. 12a.Number offlowerprimordia inHyoscyamusupon daylength treatmentsaccording to
theschedule(2SD + 3TD)4times(•
•),or(3SD + 4TD) 3times(O
O), both
followed by 11LD. Light intensities of the mixed radiation in LD and TD: 25,500 ergs.cnr 2 .
sec -1 < 700nm and 9000ergs.cm-2.sec-' between 700and 1000nm;SDwasappliedasfluorescent light (53,000 ergs.cm-2.sec-1)- The experiments started at 13-7-'68 and 12-7-'68 respectively. Averages of 4 plants; only in the 1000min. TD averages of 3(•) or 2 plants (O).

lengths,viz., between 0and 100minutes, and longer than ca. 650minutes,the
first schedule,(2SD + 3 TD)4times,resultedinslightlymoreflowerprimordia
than the second one, (3 SD + 4TD) 3times.
Since the last group of TD wasimmediately followed by the LD after-treatment without intercalation of SD, in both schedules, the plants have received
12TD, interrupted at different times by a total of 6SD. Thus, the differences
between the twoeffects obtained aredueeither to thedifferent numbers of SD
per interruption or to the different numbers of repetitions. For the sake of
simplicityof thescheme,thelast few SD oftheprecultivation period wereconsidered to provide the start of the treatment.
When one of the curves isshifted so that the 0minutes TD valuescoincide,
it isevident that the effect of the most inhibitive daylengths isgreater with the
firstschedule than with the second one,while theeffect of the most promotive
daylengths applied seemsabout thesamein both schedules (fig. 12Z>). Thus,the
type of schedule seemsto influence differently the effect of inhibitive and promotivedaylengthsand itseemsprobablethat different reactionsarelimitingthe
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 70-19 (1970)
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FIG. 126.Difference innumberofflowerprimordia inHyoscyamusbetweenvaluesofthe0min.
TD and different TD-daylengths, applied according to the schedule (2 SD + 3 TD) 4 times
(•
•) or (3 SD + 4 TD) 3 times (O
O), both followed by 11 LD. The 0 min.
TD-value is zero for both schedules. Seealso legend fig. 12a.

overall process in the inhibitive daylengths and in thepromotive ones.
However,onthewhole,forflowerinitiation,withboth schedulesverysimilar
daylength dependence curves are obtained.
3.3.3. Theduration of theLD after-treatment
Inthissubsection,somedataarepresented abouttheeffect ofthedurationof
theLDafter-treatment onthedaylengthdependencecurvesforflowerinitiation.
Thescheduleoftreatment inthisexperiment was:(4SD + 3TD)4times,with
an after-treatment of 7, 10or 12LD. The experiment has been carried out at
20°C.The SDconsisted of9hoursfluorescentlight. TheTDhad photoperiods
of: 0,0.1,0.3,1,3,7, 15,30,100, 220,500,720or 1000minutes.TheTDaswell
as the LD were given in a mixture offluorescentand incandescent light. Harvestshavebeen madeafter 7, 10,and 12LD,andflowerprimordiaof allplants
werecounted. Data arepresented infig.13.Averageplantsfrom thelast group
(which had received 12LD) arepresented on Plate 3.
Thecurvesinfig.13 aresufficiently parallel toallowtheconclusion thatprolongation oftheafter-treatment doesnotessentiallyaltertheeffect oftheTDon
flower initiation.
24
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PLATE 3.Hyoscyamusas affected by different daylength treatments, applied according to the
schedule (4SD + 3TD) 4 times,followed by 12LD. CI received 9hours offluorescentlight
during the TD, and the LD after-treatment, while C2 received SD influorescentlight'for the
entire duration of the experiment. Photographed at the end of the after-treatment, at
12-2-'69. Seealso legendfig.13.

3.3.4. Thephotoperiodof thedaysinterrupting thedaylength treatments
Inthissubsection, SDinthescheduleformulae willbereplaced byID (Intercalated Days), since the duration of thephotoperiod of the cycles interrupting
the TD was varied.
In thefirstexperiment, ID withphotoperiods of 6and 9hours of fluorescent
lightwerecompared. The schedule was:(3ID + 4TD) 3times,with an aftertreatment of 12LD. The TD had photoperiods of: 0, 0.1,0.22, 0.5, 1,2.2, 5,
10,22,50, 100,220,500,720or960minutes; LDand TD irradiations wereapplied as mixedfluorescentand incandescent light, all at 20°C.
Flower primordia of all plants have been counted at the end of the aftertreatment; averages are presented infig.14.
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 70-19 (1970)
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FIG. 13.Number offlowerprimordia in Hyoscyamus upon daylength treatments according to
the schedule (4 SD + 3TD) 4 times, followed by 7 LD (•
•), 10 LD (O
O) or
12LD( A - .- .- A).Lightintensities ofthemixedradiation inLDandTD:24,000ergs.cirr2.
sec -1 < 700nmand9000ergs.cm~2.sec~' between700and 1000nm;SDwasappliedas fluorescent light (52,000 ergs.cnr^sec-1)- The experiment started 3-1-'69. Averages of 4plants(in
the second series, in the 0 min.TD, 1plant died).

Although the same type of curves is obtained for both ID, there are some
differences. In the 6hours series, some plants were rather weak or even dying
by the end of the experiment; in particular, plants receiving less than 100minutes of light per day during the TD.
For the region of TD with photoperiods longer than ca. 650 minutes, it is
clear that thedifference between the twotreatments ispractically nil:the slope
of both curves is about the same. For the region of TD with photoperiods
shorter thanca.400minutes,itisevident thatwiththe6hoursphotoperiod ID,
which daylength as such produces about maximum inhibition, the slope of the
curve isless steep than that with 9hours photoperiod ID. Thus, a strongly inhibitiveID(comparethe0min.valuesinfig.14)canreducetheinhibitive effect
of the TD (ascompared to their own zero min. value) in the daylength region
shorter than ca. 400 minutes. However, in the region of daylength treatments
26
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FIG. 14.Number of flower primordia in Hyoscyamus upon daylength treatments according
to the schedule (3 ID + 4 TD) 3 times, followed by 12 LD. The ID had photoperiods of 9
hours (•
•) or of 6 hours (O
O) of fluorescent light (53,000 ergs.cirr2.sec-')Light intensities of the mixed radiation in LD and TD: 25,500ergsxm~2.sec-1 < 700nm and
9000 ergs.cm_2.sec_1 between 700and 1000 nm. The experiment started 2-8-'68.Averagesof
4plants (2plants only in the 0, 50, and 960min.TD, and 3plants in the 22min.TD of the
6 hours series; also 3 plants in the 960min. TD of the 9 hours series).

longerthanca.650minutes,theincreasewithdaylength ofthepromotiveaction
isequal in both curves.
In the second experiment, daylengths of ID had 9or 12hours of fluorescent
light. This time, the schedule of treatment was: (4 ID + 3TD) 4 times. The
photoperiods applied during the TD were the same as in the preceding experiment, except for the 960 minutes which was replaced by 1000 minutes.
Again, a mixed irradiation was used for thephotoperiods of TD and LD.
The duration of the LD after-treatment varied for both ID series, 10 LD
being applied to the ID series with the 9 hours photoperiod and 6 LD to the
series with the 12hours photoperiod, since in this caseflowerformation was
already more advanced. Asshown in subsection 3.3.3.,the duration of the LD
after-treatment, though influencing theirrelativepositioninthegraph,doesnot
alter the shape of the daylength dependence curves, so that it is allowed to
directly compare the two curves obtained, with respect to their shape.
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FIG. 15. Number of flower primordia in Hyoscyamus upon daylength treatments according
to the schedule (4 ID + 3TD) 4times, followed by a certain number of LD. In series a
(•
•) the ID had photoperiods of 9hours and 10LD were applied, and in series b
(O
O) the ID had photoperiods of 12hours and 6LD were applied. The intensity of
the fluorescent radiation in the ID was 73,000 ergs.cm~2.sec_l and in the mixedradiationof
the TD it was 24,000 ergs.cnr 2 .sec _1 < 700nm and 10,000ergs.cm^.sec -1 between 700and
1000 nm, and in the LD it was 27,000ergs.cm_2.sec_1 < 700nmand 8200ergs.cm_2.sec_1
between 700 and 1000nm. The experiment started 8-11-'68. Averages of 4 plants (except,
seriesa22min.TD, 1plant,and 50min.TD, 2plants;seriesb50and 220min.TD, 3plants).

Averages of the numbers offlowerprimordia are presented in fig. 15.
The curves of series a (ID = 9 hrs) and b (ID = 12hrs) are very similar.
Onlyattheshortest TD thereissomedifference, and nearthe 1000minutesTD
the curve of series bseems to reach some saturation levelwhile that ofseriesa
does not.
From thedata presented inthis subsection itcan beconcluded that, in order
to obtain the greatest differences between the effects of the different TD, ID
should have a photoperiod of about 9 hours or slightly higher, viz. about the
'critical daylength'.
Preliminary data suggest, that ID with photoperiods of 16 hours tend to
flattenthe entire curve.
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Taking into consideration the results reported in this subsection, in the following experiments described in this paper, we mostly used ID with photoperiods of9hourswhich,moreover, arethe sameasused inthe SDprecultivation period.
3.3.5. Thenumber ofrepetitions of the treatments
In the experiments, described in the preceding sections, always 12TD have
been applied, interrupted bya certain number of, mostly, SD.In the following
experiment, theeffect ofthenumber ofrepetitions ofthecombination (4SD +
3 TD) on the shape of the daylength response curves for flower initiation is
examined.Thescheduleof treatment was:(4SD + 3TD)which was repeated:
2 (seriesa),4(seriesb)or 6(series c)timesrespectively, all with an after-treatment of 10I.D.Thephotoperiods oftheSDconsisted of9hoursof fluorescent
light. Photoperiods of the TD were:0,0.1,0.22,0.5, 1,2.2, 5, 10,22, 50,100,
220, 500,720or 1000minutes. The TD and the LD were given asa mixtureof
fluorescent and incandescent light. For seriesaand c,theexperiment started on
4-10-1968, and for series b on 18-10-1968. At the end of the experiment, on
28-10-1968 for series a, and on 25-11-1968for series b and c,flowerprimordia
werecounted (primordia inthe 1000min. TD ofseriesband cwere estimated;
inparticular inseriesconlyaratherroughestimation could bemade).Averages
are presented in fig. 16.
It is evident that the three curves have essentially the same shape with a
minimum at about the same daylength (ca. 385 min.). With more repetitions,
theminimumislowerrelativeto the0minutesTDvalue.Theeffect ofthethird
plus fourth week of treatment is considerably less for the extreme short photoperiodsthanthat ofthefifth plussixthweekoftreatment.Forthelongphotoperiods this isnot so.Thisfindingmaypoint to the existence of a sequence or
combination ofreactionswhicharedifferent for veryshort daylengthsand long
ones.
•
3.4. THEEFFECTOFLIGHTINTENSITYONTHEDAYLENGTHDEPENDENCEOF FLOWER
INITIATION

In 1953,DEZEEUW (161)found that the SDPPerilla crispa could be brought
to initiateflowersin LD and evenincontinuous light,provided the light intensity was low. On the other hand, 8 hours of high light intensity followed by
8 hours of low light intensity produced the normal long day effect in Perilla.
ForPerilla, thelight intensity rangeallowingflowering,decreaseswith increasing daylength (162). DE LINT (87)compared the effect of two intensities of red
light (9500 and 4250 ergs.cm_2.sec_1) for several daylengths on shooting of
Hyoscyamus, and observed a weaker SD-effect and a somewhat stronger LDeffect with Hyoscyamus at the lower light intensity.
Inordertoobtain somemoreinformation about theeffect oflightintensityin
several daylengths, the following experiment was set up.
Three different light intensities, viz., 24,000, 2400,and 400 ergs.cm_2.sec_1
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FIG. 16.Number of flower primordia in Hyoscyamus upon different daylength treatments
according to the schedule (4SD + 3TD) ntimes,followed by10LD;nbeing,a:2(A-.-. A),
Z>:4(0
0 ) , and c: 6(•
• ) .The light intensity of the mixed radiation in the TD
was 24,000ergs.cm~2.sec_1 < 700nm and 10,000ergs.cm-2.sec~1 between 700 and 1000 nm;
in the LD: 27,000 ergs.cm^.sec -1 < 700nm and 8200ergs.cnr2.sec-1between700and 1000
nm, and in the SD (fluorescent light) 66,000 ergs.cm~2.sec_1. The experiment started for
series a and c at 4-10-'68, and for series b at 18-10-'68.Averages of 4plants (3plants in the
22 min. TD of series a).
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(radiation wavelengths < 700nm)wereapplied.Thevalueof24,000ergs.cm-2.
sec-1 waschosen sinceit had been used alsoinseveral other experiments.With
respect to photosynthesis, this intensity certainly wasfar above the compensation point for the leaves, which is around 4000 ergs.cm"2.sec-1 at 20°C; the
intensity of 2400ergs.cm-2.sec-1 isjust below and that of 400ergs.cm-2.sec-1
is far below the compensation point.
The schedule of the treatment again was: (4 SD + 3TD) 4 times, with an
after-treatment of 10LD. During the SD, the plants received photoperiods of
9hoursoffluorescentlight,and duringtheTD,photoperiods of0,0.1,0.22, 0.5,
1,2.2,5, 10,22,50, 100,220,320,500,720,840or 1000minutes.TD aswellas
LD were applied as a mixture of fluorescent and incandescent light. Flower
primordiahavebeencounted attheendoftheexperiment;averagesarepresented infig.17.Average plants of the three series,photographed at the beginning
and at the end of the after-treatment, are shown on Plates 4and 5.

PLATE4. Hyoscyamusas affected by different daylength treatments in three light intensities:
a:400,b:2400,and c: 24,000ergs.cnv^.sec-1 ( < 700nm.)Schedule of treatment: (4SD + 3
TD) 4 times,followed by 10LD.C isa control plant (SDfluorescentlight). Photographed at
the beginning of the LD after-treatment, 9-5-'69. See also legend fig. 17.
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 70-19 (1970)
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PLATE 5. Hyoscyamus as affected by different daylength treatments in three light intensities.
Control C was in SD till the after-treatment started, then in LD as the other plants. Photographed at the end of the LD after-treatment, 19-5-'69.Seealso Plate 4 and legendfig.17.

It is evident that the inhibition of initiation of flower primordia between
300and 600minutesdaylengthsat 24,000ergs.cm-2.sec_1,isnearly lostat2400
ergs.cm_2.sec_1 and iswholly absent at 400ergs.cm~2.sec_1.
The LD-effect is weaker with decreasing light intensities, but certainly not
completely lost at 400ergs.cm_2.sec-1.
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Average numbers ofdaysto shooting have been determined aswell, and are
presented infig.18.Thezerotimemark indicatesthebeginningoftheLD aftertreatment. Negativevaluesin 'days toshooting'mean that these plants started
shooting already before the beginning of the after-treatment.
Again, only in the highest light intensity there isan appreciable inhibition in
the region between 300and 600minutesdaylength, viz., in that of the normal
short days. In theregion above 800minutes lightper day thepromotive action
of the lowest light intensity is somewhat less in 'days to shooting' than in
'number offlowerprimordia',but ingeneral theresultsobtained with thesetwo
parameters show great similarity.
Another parameter that has been recorded in this experiment isthat of 'leaf
increment', averages of which are presented in fig. 19.Although the variation
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FIG. 17.Number of flower primordia in Hyoscyamus upon different daylength treatments
according to theschedule (4SD + 3TD)4 times,followed by 10LD.Three intensities of the
mixed radiation of fluorescent and incandescent lamps were used in the TD, a (•
•):
400 ergs.cm_2.sec_1 < 700 nmand 150ergs.cm-2.sec-' between700and 1000nm,6(O---O):
2400 ergs.cm_2.sec~' < 700 nm and 1000 ergs.cm~2.sec~' between 700 and 1000nm, and c
A): 24,000 ergs.cnr 2 .sec -1 < 700 nm and 10,000ergsxirr^sec' 1 between 700and
(A1000 nm. Light intensity in LD was the same as that during the TD of series c, and 58,000
ergs.cm~2.sec_1 in SD(fluorescent light).Theexperiment started 11-4-'69.Averagesof4plants
(3plantsonlyin the 100and 840 min. TD of series a, in the 1000min.TD of seriesb,and in
the 22 and 50 min. TD of series c).
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FIG. 18.Days to shooting in Hyoscyamusupon different daylength treatments in three light
intensities: a (•
• ) : 400, b (O
O): 2400, and c ( A - .- . A): 24,000 ergs.crTT2.
sec -1 ( < 700nm).Schedule of treatment: (4 SD + 3TD) 4 times, followed by 10 LD. Zero
time marks the beginning of the LD after-treatment. Averages of 4 plants (3 plants only in
100and 840 min. TD of series a, and in50min. TD of series c). Seealso legend fig. 17.

israther great,it isevident, that again only thehighest light intensity showsan
appreciableincreaseinleafincrement,thusaninhibition ofinitiation of flowering,inthenormal short-dayregion.Inlongdays,thedecreaseinleaf increment,
i.e. thepromotion of flower initiation, for higher light intensities isnot asevident as it iswith the other two parameters; with photoperiods longer than ca.
800minutes, in all three light intensities the same results are obtained.
Fromtheforegoing,itcanbeconcluded thatthethreeparameters,'numberof
flower primordia', 'days to shooting', and 'leaf increment' show a fairly good
similarity in theregion of photoperiods below ca. 800minutes,whilein longer
photoperiods data obtained for 'leaf increment' clearly deviate from those obtained with the other two parameters. Evidently, as soon as conditions for
flower initiation are favourable, leaf increment does not decrease further, and
attains a similar low value at all light intensities.
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FIG. 19. Leaf increment in Hyoscyamus upon different daylength treatments in three light
intensities: a (•
• ) : 400, b (O
O): 2400, and c (A - . - . A): 24,000 ergs.cirr2.
-1
sec ( < 700 nm). See also legend fig. 17.

3.5. DISCUSSION

In this chapter, daylength dependence offlowerinitiation in Hyoscyamus in
white light was studied. First, an uninterrupted periodofdaylengthtreatments
wasapplied, in order to establish the 'critical daylength' under two white light
sources (section 3.2.). Furthermore, a period of daylength treatments was applied, interrupted at regular intervals by SD and followed by inductiveconditionssothatflowerinitiationwasfinally obtained inalltreatments(sections3.3.
and 3.4.).
EL HATTAB'S observation (28) that the daylength reaction of Hyoscyamus is
identical underfluorescentlight and under a mixture offluorescentand incandescentlight,onlywithaslightlyfaster responseunder thelastquality,hasbeen
confirmed, usingtheparameter 'daystoshooting' (fig. 7).Concerning theparameter 'leaf increment', itwasfound thatcontinuousfluorescentlightresulted in
an increase of 'leaf increment' and not in a slight decrease as might have been
expected, and was indeed found in the mixed irradiation (fig. 8). This effect,
however, was shown to be due to an increased rate of leaf initiation at longer
daylengths (figs. 8 and 9). Forflowerinitiation, no difference of critical daylengths between the two white light sources was observed (Table 1).
In experiments inwhich a period of daylength treatments wasinterrupted at
regularintervalsbyafewSDforreasonsofenergybalance,someoftheschedule
components that couldpossibly alter thedaylength dependence offlowerinitiation, wereseparately studied, e.g. theinfluence of thenumber of short daysinMeded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 70-19 (1970)
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terruptingaperiodofdaylengthtreatments(subsection3.3.2.),thedurationofthe
LD after-treatment (subsection 3.3.3.),thephotoperiod of theintercalated days
(subsection3.3.4.),and the number of repetitions of the treatment (subsection
3.3.5.).None of thesefactors seemedtointerfereessentiallywith thetypeofresponse curveobtained, exceptthat different slopes were observedin many cases
when a factor waschanged. Most likely,belowand above acertain daylength,
different light sensitive systems ordifferent combinationsof systemsdetermine
the daylength response.
Thedaylength responsecurvefor whitelight, asobtained withthemethod of
aperiod ofTDinterrupted at regular intervals bySDand followed by LD(e.g.
fig.11),may beanalyzed asfollows. Apart from an apparently extra phenomenon at extremeshort photoperiods (belowca.50min.),theresponsecurvemay
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Fig. 20 (a)
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be split into a saturation curve, representing an inhibitive action, and a curve
reaching saturation at much longer photoperiods which represents an action,
promotiveforflowerinitiation.Sinceincontinuousdarkness,nolightinhibition
orpromotion canbeinduced, both actions arezero. For thegeneral scheme,it
may beassumed that thepromotive action, asmanifest inlonger photoperiods,
either isoperative over the whole daylength region and thus starts at zero minutes (cf.fig.20a),or that it only starts from thephotoperiod whereinhibition
hasreacheditsmaximum(cf.fig.20b). Inbothassumptionstheslopeofthepromotioncurveisassumed to bethesameasthatofthepart oftheresponsecurve
beyond the inhibition maximum.
Bothassumptionsincludetheideathat therealization ofafinaleffect requires
specific pool values of products built up in cooperation of inhibitive and promotive processes. The balance of this cooperation decides whether thefinal
effect is inhibitive or promotive. For the analysis of curves obtained inwhite
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FIG. 20 a,b.Relativeeffect atvariousdaylengthsof lightinducedinhibition(
)and of light
induced promotion (
) of flower initiation in Hyoscyamus. Based on data of fig. 11.
a.Inhibitionand promotion assumedto increaseassoon aslight isswitched on. b. Promotion
assumed to increase at the photoperiod where inhibition becomes saturated; inhibition
assumed to increase when light is switched on. See also text.
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light at normal (high) light intensity, a choise between both possible assumptions appears difficult. Thefirstpossibility has the benefit that it seemslogical
toassumethat alllight reactionsstart assoon aslightisswitched on. However,
in attempting the analysis of experimental curves obtained at lower intensities
of white light, and still more so for curves obtained in specific spectral regions
(Chapter 4), we have felt preference for adopting the second assumption as
basis for our analysis. It should be mentioned that the second assumption
operatesnot somuchwiththevelocitiesofelementary processes,but morewith
theaccumulation ofessentialproductsleadingtoinhibition orpromotion.Some
further considerations regarding possible mechanisms for producing inhibitive
orpromotiveproductswillbe given on pp. 39 and 40, and in the Chapters 4
and 5.
Basedondata offig.11,theinhibition and promotion curvesaccordingtothe
first assumptionare plotted infig.20a,and infig.20baccording to the second
one.Infig.20a as well as infig.20bweplotted first the promotion curve, and
then the inhibition curve by adding the measured number of inhibition units
(indicated by the decrease in number offlowerprimordia) to the number of
units obtained from the promotion curve for each photoperiod. From these
totals,theinhibitioncurveisplotted upto a photoperiod of about 830minutes,
at whichinfig.11theresponsecurvehascomeback to leveld,sothat therethe
light induced inhibition and promotion again are equal, like in total darkness,
though either of them evidently is not any more zero at this point. From that
photoperiod on, the light induced inhibition is assumed to remain saturated
and, thus, for longer photoperiods, the light induced promotion can be calculated from the established inhibition level and the measured data.
We will now see in how far literature contains suggestions for possible mechanisms of these inhibitive and promotive reaction systems, for the existence
of which the evidence, as shown above, was derived exclusively from our experimental results.
Asfar asinhibition isconcerned, LANG(80)alsoconcluded that underSDthe
leavesexertaninhibition onflowering,becausedefoliated plantsofHyoscyamus
flower in SD while intact plants do not (79).
The short-day effect, i.e.floweringin SDP and non-flowering in LDP, was
showntobegreatlydepressed byfactors limitingphotosynthesis.Already 1940,
it was shown by HAMNER (53) and by PARKER and BORTHWICK (110), that for
SDP the SD-effect decreased at lowlight intensities. The last mentioned investigators, furthermore, showed that when C02-supply or the duration of the
high-intensity light period was decreased, the SD-effect in Biloxi Soybean disappeared. They concluded that initiation offlowerprimordia was limited by
photosynthesis during induction. For another SDP,Pharbitis nil,it was found
thatphotoperiodicsensitivitybecamemanifest onlyunderconditionsofpositive
net photosynthesis (94).
The data, presented in section 3.4. agree nicely with thisconcept. From preliminary experiments, we have evidence that the compensation point for
Hyoscyamus,grownat20CC,isatalightintensityofabout4000ergs.cm_2.sec_I.
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It was shown that at a light intensity far above the compensation point, the SDeffect was clear, while at a light intensityjust below this point the effect was almost absent and at onefar belowcompensation noinhibition of flower initiation
was observed at all (cf. figs. 17, 18, 19).
Since 400 ergs.cm _2 .sec _1 , applied during 5 to 10 hours will certainly be
sufficient to bring the two forms of phytochrome, Pfr and P r , into a photostationary state, the disappearance of the inhibition of flower initiation can hardly be
explained in terms of phytochrome only. Therefore, an effect connected with
photosynthesis may well play a role.
The role of photosynthesis in the SD-effect may consist only in a supply of
substrate for respiration and other processes which take placeduring the following dark period, for in Xanthium the application of sucrose or other sugars and
KREBS cycle intermediates can replace the high-intensity light requirement (90),
but HARDER et al. (56) and FREDERICQ (42) found that not in every SDP photosynthesis could be replaced by a supply of sugars. SALISBURY (124) also concluded that light, preceding the dark period, clearly exerts more functions than
just mediating photosynthetic substrate production. For the photoperiodic
tuberization of Begonia evansiana it was shown by ESASHI (33) that during the
main light period C 0 2 was required only under aerobic conditions; the effect
of the main light period was not reduced under nearly anaerobic conditions, not
even in an atmosphere, free from C 0 2 . He suggested 'that the indispensable
reaction in the main light period will be no photosynthetic fixation of C 0 2 itself, but the photophosphorylation and the photoreduction of NADP if be
involved in it', and his conclusion was that photosynthesis in the main light
process may not be essential to photoperiodism. In view of the fact that our
experiments were aerobic, it should be remarked that photosynthesis is capable
of producing reduced substances as well as several phosphorylated products,
also under aerobic conditions.
Concerning flower initiation in Hyoscyamus it is concluded that, 'in connection with the evidence just discussed, under our experimental conditions
photosynthesis (as mediated essentially by the photosynthetic 'system IF) is
involved in the realization of the SD-effect, which consists of the inhibition of
flower initiation (figs. 17, 18, 19).
The LD-effect, i.e. non-flowering in SDP and flowering in LDP, has been
taken up in the studies in this chapter by including the application of long periods of white light also. As already mentioned in section 3.4., DE ZEEUW (161)
was able to induce the SDP Perilla crispa to flower initiation in LD, provided
the light intensity was sufficiently low. The LD-effect thus appeared clearly intensity sensitive. Also in experiments presented in section 3.4., the LD-effect
was smaller in weaker light, at least with the parameters 'number of flower primordia' and 'days to shooting' (figs. 17, 18).In 1958, FREDERICQ (41) found for
Hyoscyamus that, when plants were fed with sucrose through the leaves, flower
initiation could be obtained in a C0 2 -free LD. Also, when after a short day in
normal air, supplementary light was given in C0 2 -free air, he obtained flower
initiation in Hyoscyamus as well as in another LDP, Sinapis alba. Thus, reduced
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C0 2 -assimiIation does not inhibit flower initiation, as was suggested by LANG
and MELCHERS (82); they supposed that in SD, during the long night, assimilates necessary for the synthesis of florigen are destroyed by dissimilatory processes. Also, the behaviour of Hyoscyamus in extremely short days (this
Chapter), in which inhibition evidently is decreased, suggests that inhibition of
flowering in SD cannot merely be due to dissimilatory processes during a long
dark period.
The whole of evidence discussed above suggests that promotion of flower
initiation in Hyoscyamus by a supplementary light period is not directly dependent on photosynthesis in the sense of C0 2 -fixation.
The promotion of flower initiation by light is not merely inactivation of the
inhibition, but light has also a direct promotive function on flower induction.
The effect of this direct promotive function was shown to be dependent on light
intensity (figs. 17and 18). Since the light quality in the three series (section 3.4.)
is practically the same, phytochrome obviously could only be a main factor in
promotion of flower initiation in case the HER, as interpreted by HARTMANN
(58), is involved. He suggested, that many 'high energy phenomena mainly or
merely result from oscillation excitation of P fr under conditions of competitive
selfinhibition'; or as recently interpreted by HENDRICKS et al. (64), who envisaged a form of phytochrome with an absorption maximum near 720 nm, the
wavelength of maximum effectiveness in the HER.
Still another explanation for apromotive action of light,viz.,viaan unknown
pigment, directing the HER, has been suggested by MOHR (102,103), ENGELSMA
(30, 31) and others (133, 127).
Recently, KANDELER (73,74) demonstrated that, at least for the LDP Lemna
gibba, an increased level of ATP or dATP markedly promoted flowering. He
presented strong evidence that photophosphorylation via 'system F of the photosynthetic apparatus is involved in the direct promotion of flower induction
in this LDP.
The data presented in this section do not contain evidence which would appear specifically in favour of one of the above suggestions as far as Hyoscyamus
is concerned, but neither oppose these views.
In the next chapter, the influence of light of different spectral regions on
flower induction will be described, after which the effects of light on flower
initiation will be discussed in further detail.
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4. D A Y L E N G T H D E P E N D E N C E O F F L O W E R I N I T I A T I O N
IN L I G H T O F R E S T R I C T E D S P E C T R A L R E G I O N S

4.1. INTRODUCTION

Effects of coloured light on flowering often gave rise to apparently conflicting
results. In 1960, NAKAYAMA et al. (109), with seedlings of Pharbitis nil, obtained inhibition of flowering by both red and far-red irradiations in the middle
of 16-hour dark periods. However, with older plants, night interruptions in red
light inhibited flowering which could be repromoted by a successive irradiation
with far-red, aswasalsofound for Xanthium and several otherplant species(25).
Some years later, FREDERICQ (44) showed that, also with seedlings of Pharbitis,
far-red reversal of the red effect is obtainable, however, only when the red and
far-red irradiances do not last longer than 30 seconds and are not separated by
darkness.
This example may show that minor modifications should be very carefully
considered when resulting indifferent reactions.In thissection, the more general
observations from the literature and only a limited amount of more detailed information will be reported.
Much of the earlier work on the effects of coloured light in photoperiodicity
and photomorphogenesis, and on flower initiation in particular, has been carried out in The Netherlands in this laboratory by WASSINK, STOLWIJK, DE LINT,
and others (e.g., 146, 149, 131, 133,23, 85, 87), and in the PHILIPS laboratories
by MEYER et al. (e.g., 99, 101, 100).

In both long and short-day plants, normal short day will give the SD-effect,
irrespective of the light colour applied during the photoperiod. For the LDP
Hyoscyamus thiswas shown inthislaboratory by STOLWIJKand ZEEVAART(133),
and for SDP by MEYER and VAN DER VEEN (101). However, in general this is
true only whenjust one colour isused and when the light intensity is sufficiently
high. When different light qualities are applied in succession, the SD-effect is not
guaranteed. For Hyoscyamus this was shown by DE LINT (85), who obtained
stem elongation in 10-hour photoperiods consisting of 8hours of strong fluorescent light followed by 2 hours of weak far-red.
Whether a normal long day willcause the LD-effect depends on light quality
and intensity. Violet, blue, and far-red are active, red light is hardly active, and
green light isvirtually inactive inproducing the LD-effect (133,23, 101,100,87).
As was already observed some 20 years ago in this laboratory by WASSINK
et al. (146, 149), flower initiation in Brassica (LD-effect) can alsobeobtained by
extending a short photoperiod with low intensity coloured light, violet, blue,
and far-red being most active, and yellow, green, and red apparently antagonizing when applied together with them, e.g., in white light. This assumption
could also be applied for the elongation of the stem in Cosmos and Lactuca
(149). Low intensities of supplementary far-red especially, had a pronounced
elongating effect. The existence of such an antagonism was supported by data of
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STOLWIJK (131), obtained for flowering and petiole elongation in Spinacia, and

for internode elongation in Cosmos.
It was recognized later that the violet and blue effects in these early experiments with Brassica and Cosmos were mainly or wholly due to the presence of
small amounts of far-red (145). However, it was found as well that high intensities of blue light in Hyoscyamus present a true promoting effect on flower initiation, also in complete absence of far-red. Results of STOLWIJK and ZEEVAART
(133), that flowering in Hyoscyamus occurs under long-day conditions in the
presence of blue and far-red radiation, but not in red and green,were confirmed
by CURRY and WASSINK (23), who furthermore demonstrated clearly that in
these cases the blue response cannot be attributed to a far-red contamination.
Growing Cosmos or tomato plants in a high intensity of monochromatic light
only, WASSINK and STOLWIJK (147), however, observed that red, yellow, and
green light may have a strongly elongating influence, whereas blue suppresses
stem elongation ascompared with the white control. WASSINK et al. (145a) observed with Hyoscyamus in coloured light only, a well-developed red/far-red
antagonism,and indicationsfortheexistence of ared-blue antagonism. For blue
(applied together with red) a relatively higher light intensity was necessary for
obtaining an LD-effect than for far-red (applied together with red).
As supplementary light, far-red, or a mixture or combination of red and farred, may often also be more effective than blue light (100, 36, 45, 3). In SDP,
sometimes the effect of a far-red extension can repeatedly be reversed by red
light and vice versa (108, 109, 9, 44), depending on the duration, the light intensity, and the light quality of the main photoperiod (100, 9, 45). In Hyoscyamus and other LDP, this far-red/red reversibility has not yet been observed. On
the contrary, sometimes a red exposure after a daylength extension with far-red
(36, 28) or a brief exposure to far-red following a prolonged extension with red
light (36)enhanced the LD-effect. Similarly, DE LINT (87)found for Hyoscyamus,
that after a basic 8-hour day in white light, the LD-effect of subsequent far-red
was enhanced by intercalating an exposure to red light between the white light
and the exposure to far-red. This effect of red light was the more pronounced,
the longer the period of red light was (from 0 to 8 hrs). This may be the same
effect as that obtained by E L HATTAB (28), also with Hyoscyamus, where stem
elongation occurred in plants receiving 10 hours red (8000 ergs.cm~2.sec-1)
followed by 10minutes red plus 10minutes far-red (both 3800 ergs.cm _2 .sec _1 )
at different moments in the first half of the dark period. Controls receiving 10
minutes ofred or far-red alone, at the same time of thedark period did not show
shooting.
When alongnight, following a short photoperiod which alonewould produce
the SD-effect, is interrupted, in particular with red light, plants may show the
LD-effect (112). An action spectrum for the photoperiodic control of floral
initiation of Hyoscyamus has been determined by PARKER et al. (111). DOWNS
(25) showed for Hyoscyamus that the effect of a night break with red light could
be repeatedly reversed with far-red. Many other plants have been shown to
react to a night break according to the phytochrome system (11, 100,44). How42
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ever, like in the case of daylength extension, it was shown by MEYER (99, 100)
and others (45, 32, 65) that the effect of a night break with red and the reversibility of the red-effect by far-red often is highly dependent on the duration, the
light intensity, and the light quality of the main light period (99, 100,45,32,65).
In connection to this, it should be mentioned that mostly the short night break
with red light causes an LD-effect only when the main light period contains blue
or far-red irradiation (100). However, E L HATTAB (28) found for Hyoscyamus,
that in combination with a main light period in red, a night break with a relatively high intensity of red light (3800 ergs.cm ~ 2 .sec _1 ) did produce an LDeffect, whereas a low intensity (600 ergs.cm -2 .sec -1 ) did not.
Sometimes, no red/far-red reversal can be found in the night break reaction;
even a rather long exposure to far-red then seems to act as red light (100, 32).
FREDERICQ (45), by varying the duration of the main light period in Kalanchoe,
could increase the capacity for red/far-red reversal for the daylength extension
and decrease it for the night break, or just the opposite.
Both forms of phytochrome, being the pigment mediating the red/far-red
reversal, have, besides the main maxima in red or far-red, a relatively low absorption maximum in the blue region of the spectrum (58)which may partly account for the sometimes complex reaction of photomorphogenesis in blue light,
as observed in this laboratory and elsewhere (e.g. 132, 133,23, 100, 28). In the
following sections,the main attention willbepaid to theeffects of redand far-red
light in order to avoid these complications.
In general, SDP as well as LDP are assumed to flower, though not always in
an optimal way, if a moderate level of P fr is constantly maintained (21,78, 66,
28). Most reactions fit the assumption that SDP, after a short day for flower
induction, need a high P fr level in the beginning of the long night and a low one
later in the dark period (66, 37), while LDP for flower induction need a low
level in the beginning of the long night or a high one later in the night (78,28).
For Hyoscyamus, this was clearly demonstrated by EL HATTAB (28). He interrupted 14-hour dark periods, following 10-hour periods in red light (8000 ergs.
cm - 2 .sec - 1 ), with 2 hours of far-red, red or blue light (all 3800 ergs.cirr 2 .sec -1 )
at various moments. He found that the promotive effect of far-red, from the beginning of darkness decreased to zero after 6 hours. A promotive effect of red
light was only detectable when given after 6, 8 or 10 hours of darkness. A red
light interruption given earlier or later in such a long night did not cause shooting. Blue light acted as red light. Short breaks of only 10 minutes were ineffective for blue and far-red; for red they were only effective after 8and 10hours of
darkness.
Besides the phytochrome reaction, a second photoreaction often seems to be
involved in photomorphogenesis. The pigment mediating this photoreaction
shows an action spectrum with a maximum in the far-red (710-720 nm) and
often also one in the blue region (99, 102, 106, 104). While the normal phytochrome reaction seems saturated at relatively low energies, this photoreaction
needs much higher energies for saturation and was therefore called the 'High
Energy Reaction' (HER). As already mentioned in the preceding section, the
Meded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 70-19 (1970)
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nature of the pigment controlling the HER is not yet clear (127, 3), although
HARTMANN (58) presented evidence that also in this case phytochrome is the
controllingpigment. Recently, HENDRICKS et al.(64)tried toexplain theHER on
the basis of an intermediate form of phytochrome, absorbing at about 720 nm.
DOWNS et al. (26), for anthocyanin synthesis in apple skin, found that the
photosynthetic system was the photoreceptor for the HER involved in this
synthesis. As mentioned in the preceding section, KANDELER (73)pointed to the
photosynthetic 'system I' as being involved in flower induction of Lemna gibba.
It is difficult, at this moment, to explain all HER phenomena on the basis of
one and the samepigment system. Ifthe HER is not mediated by phytochrome,
it may be necessary to assume the existence of several types of HER, controlled
bydifferent pigment systems,for how could the HER in etiolated plants without
a properly developed photosynthetic system (4a, 58), be controlled by photosynthetic pigments?
Extensive daylength response curves for flower initiation are very rare, in
particular with coloured light. For Hyoscyamus, DE LINT (87) in this laboratory,
established such daylength response curves with red and blue light, both at an
intensity of9500ergs.cm _2 .sec _1 . In the short-day region, red light was more inhibitive than blue, and in the long-day region only blue light promoted shooting, while continuous red light had the same effect as darkness.
In the following sections, the influence of light of various colours, especially
red and far-red, on flower initiation in Hyoscyamus niger, will be discussed further. The same experimental methods as in the preceding chapter have been
used. It should be emphasized here, as SCHNEIDER et al. (127) did for their data,
that comparison of specific numerical values is valid only within, rather than
between experiments, because of certain differences in vigour of growth and
development that may exist between plants of the various lots.
4.2. DAYLENGTH RESPONSE CURVES FOR FLOWER INITIATION IN FAR-RED, RED,
GREEN, AND BLUE LIGHT

In this section, an experiment is described, resulting in daylength response
curves for flower initiation in far-red, red, green, and blue light. Precultivation
was in SD white fluorescent light (see section 2.2.).Coloured light in this experiment has been given in the Mowintensity cabinets', in which far-red is produced by a filter combination including water to eliminate radiation wavelengths above 1000nm. TD were given according to the scheme (4 SD + 3 TD)
4 times, with an after-treatment of 6 LD for the series that received far-red or
bluelight, and of 10LD for those that received red or green light during the TD.
An SD supplied during the experiment consisted of 9hours of white fluorescent
light, and the TD had photoperiods in coloured light of: 0, 1,7, 100, 300, 720
or 1000 minutes respectively; the LD was given as a mixture of white fluorescent and incandescent light. As in general, the light intensity values are given in
the legends of the figures. Flower primordia were counted at the end of the
after-treatment. Averages are presented in fig. 21.In this figure, the values for
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the 0 minutes TD are all put at zero. Actually, the dark value for the plants
from far-red and blue (harvested first, because of rapid development for long
TDphotoperiods) was6.9.flowerprimordia, and 11.1flowerprimordia for the
plantsfrom redandgreen(harvested laterbecauseofslowdevelopmentfor long
TDphotoperiods).Unitsontheordinatearenumbersofprimordiaexpressedas
differences from the dark value in theseries.
In all four colours, a very short photoperiod already brings about relatively
largeeffects; in far-red and blue,the shortest daylengths arepromotive and in
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FIG. 21. Difference innumber offlower primordia inHyoscyamusnigerbetween different daylength treatments in 4 light colours and continuous darkness during TD according to the
schedule (4 SD + 3 TD) 4 times, followed by 6LD for far-red (•
•) and blue light
(D - . . - • • Q), and by 10LDfor red (O
O)and greenlight( A - .- . A).• :Zerovalue
for all colours. Light intensities in far-red (700 to 1000 nm), red, green, and blue light were
5000, 5700,2700, and 4100ergs-cnT^sec-1 respectively. In SD (fluorescent light),thelightintensity was 52,000ergs.cm_2.sec_1 and in LD (mixed irradiation):26,000 < 700nmand9500
ergs.cm_2.sec_1between700and 1000nm.Theexperimentstarted3-l-'69.Averages of 4plants
(8in0min.TD; 3 in 300min.TD of far-red; 3in 300min., 1in 720min.and 2in 1000min.
TD of green, and 2 in 7 min., 3 in 100,300, 720and 1000 min. TD of blue).
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redandgreentheyareinhibitive.Theseveryshortirradiations seemtobeeither
promotive or inhibitive forflowerinitiation, depending on their colour; these
effects will be further referred to as 'reaction 1'. They may correspond to the
'irregularities' observed alreadyinthecurvesobtainedwithwhitelightatphotoperiodsshorterthan60minutes(e.g.fig.10,p.21,fig.15,p.28andfig.17,p.33).
Lengthening of the photoperiod in all four colours seems to start another
processwhichinhibitsflowering;red(andgreen)beingstrongly,bluemoderately, and far-red hardly inhibitive. In this experiment, the inhibition was at its
maximumataphotoperiod ofabout450minutes.Withstilllongerphotoperiods,
a process promotive for flowering seems to become effective, also somewhat
dependent on the colour of the light.
Itseemsthat theeffect of 'reaction 1'attainsacertain level,but it isnotclear
whether this determines the rate of the following processes.
Theother twoprocesses mentioned above,seemto bemainly responsible for
thecurvesobtained inwhitelight;thefirstofthembeingresponsiblefor theSDeffect and the second for the LD-effect. In the following sections,theeffectsof
far-red and red light on the shape of thecurves will beexamined ingreater detail.
4.3. EXPERIMENTSON RED/FAR-REDREVERSAL

In LDP, involvement of phytochrome in the photoperiodical response has
thus far only been found for night interruptions (25),not for daylength extensions (28).In SDPitwas demonstrated in both types of experiments (100,45).
On the basis of the data of the preceding section, it seemed interesting to
examine apossibleinvolvement ofphytochrome inthereactions upon different
TD photoperiods. So far, only short TD photoperiods were examined in this
type of experiment.
In theseexperiments,coloured light wasapplied in the newcabinets (far-red
filter combination without water). Because red and far-red were applied in
separate cabinets, 15seconds of darkness between two different illuminations
could not be avoided.
Forcomparison,aseriesofplantsreceivingtotaldarknessduringtheTD,was
included;alllighteffects havebeenevaluated incomparisonwiththistreatment.
After illuminations of 5or 420minutes of red light respectively, the red/farredreversibilitywasexaminedwithalternatedosesofabout 3minutes(165sec.)
of far-red and red light up to two doses of each.
After 5or 420 minutes of far-red radiation, the red/far-red reversibility was
examined in the same way asindicated above.
Sincethesetreatmentsmaybeconsidered asspecialdaylength treatments,the
samescheduleasintheprecedingsectionhasbeenused:(4SD+ 3TD)4times,
withanafter-treatment of7LDinamixtureofwhitefluorescentand incandescent light. As before, light in SD was applied as 9 hours of white fluorescent
light. Flower primordia were counted, the values of which are presented in
fig. 22a.Furthermore,thevaluesoftwootherparameters,'daystoshooting'and
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'leaf increment', have been recorded; data are presented in figs. 22band22c.
Average plants,photographed on thefirstLD, are shown on Plates 6and7.
Fromthephotographs,itisevident that theposition oftheleavesisstrongly
controlled by phytochrome, as was also observed by SCHNEIDER et al. (126).
When the last illumination was far-red, leaves were strongly upright, with red
they were in a much more horizontal position, as in total darkness. This phenomenonwasstillapparent inwhitelight on thefirstLD,asisshown on Plates
6 and 7.The effect was strongly masked when 7hours of far-red preceded the
brief red and far-red illuminations.
Infig.22a,forflowerprimordia, hardlyanyeffect of5minutesred lightisdemonstrated, however, a weak red/far-red reversibility maybeoperative;in figs.
22£and22c,withtheothertwoparameters,thereversibilityismoreevident;the
effect of 5 minutes red in 'days to shooting' indicates moderate inhibition of
flower induction, and is reversed by far-red. In 'leaf increment' 5minutes red
hasnoeffect ascompared tothedark value,but 3minutesfar-red following red
has a moderately inhibitive effect which isreversible by red.
It can beconcluded, therefore, that after 5minutes of red light, whether or
not effective by its own, the phytochrome system is active inflowerinitiation.

PLATE 6. Hyoscyamusasaffected bydifferent illuminations with red (R)and far-red (FR) light
during TD given according to the schedule: (4 SD + 3TD) 4 times, followed by 7 LD.
A: Total darkness
G: 420'R
B: 5'R
H: 420'R + 3'FR
C: 5'R + 3'FR
K: 420'R + 3'FR + 3'R
D : 5'R + 3'FR + 3'R
L: 420'R + 3'FR + 3'R + 3'FR
E: 5'R + 3'FR + 3'R + 3'FR
M: 420'R + 3'FR + 3'R + 3'FR + 3'R
F: 5'R + 3'FR + 3'R + 3'FR + 3'R
Photographed at the first LD, 10-10-'69. See also legend fig. 22.
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PLATE 7. Hyoscyamus as affected by different illuminations with far-red (FR) and red (R)
light during TD given according to the schedule
(4SD + 3TD) 4 times,followed by7 LD.
A: Total darkness
B: 5'FR
G: 420'FR
C: 5'FR + 3'R
H:
420'FR + 3'R
D : 5'FR + 3'R + 3'FR
K:
420'FR + 3'R + 3'FR
E: 5'FR + 3'R + 3'FR + 3'R
L:
420'FR + 3'R + 3'FR + 3'R
F: 5'FR + 3'R + 3'FR + 3'R + 3'FR M:
420'FR + 3'R + 3'FR + 3'R + 3'FR
Photographed 10-10-'69. Seealso legendfig.22.

After 420minutes of red light, a strongphytochromeeffect isevident for all
threeparameters;thestrongly inhibitiveeffect of420minutesred iscompletely
reversed by 3minutes far-red and can befully re-established by 3minutes red
following the far-red irradiation. Obviously, the inhibition offlowerinitiation
has not yet become irreversible during the illumination period of 420 minutes
of red light and it isconcluded, therefore, that, at least under theseconditions,
the reactions effectuating the inhibition offlowerinitiation occur in the dark
period following the illumination period only when phytochrome is predominantly in the Pfr form.
FIG.22(seep.49).a.Number offlowerprimordia, b.daystoshooting,and c.leaf increment in
Hyoscyamusupon different treatments withfar-red and red lightduringTDgivenaccording to
theschedule(4SD + 3TD)4times,followed by7LD.Light intensity in far-red (between700
and 1000 nm): 15,000ergs.cm-2.sec-1; in red:6800ergs.cm^.sec- 1 ; inSD(fluorescent light):
53,000 ergs.cm~2.sec_1, and in LD (mixed irradiation): 23,000ergs.cm-2.sec_i < 700 nm and
8600 ergs.cm_2.sec_1 between 700 and 1000nm.Theexperiment started 12-9-'69.Averagesof
4 plants ('total darkness'-TD 10plants, and (420'R + 3'FR + 3'R)-TD 3plants).
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After 5minutes of far-red, only 'leaf increment' shows a moderate effect of
phytochrome; red extensions increase leaf increment, and thus delayflower
initiation.Thiseffect isreversed byfar-red (fig. 22c).With the other twoparameters, no red/far-red reversibilitycould beobserved.
After 420minutes of far-red, a slight phytochrome effect may be seen with
theparameter'daystoshooting'(fig.226),butwiththeothertwoparametersno
reversibility was observed (figs. 22aand22c).
4.4. SOMEFURTHEREFFECTSOFDAYLENGTH EXTENSIONSWITH FAR-REDAND
REDLIGHT

In an attempt to further analyse the threereactions,distinguished in section
4.2., experiments were made (at 20CC), in which 20minutes of red light were
given as extensions to different daylengths in far-red. Transfer of plants from
one light quality to the other took some 15seconds(darkness).
In order to study the effect of the red light extensions, TD were given accordingtotheschedule:(4SD+ 3TD)4times,withanafter-treatment of7 LD
in mixed radiation of whitefluorescentand incandescent lamps. Likealways,
SDwasgiveninwhitefluorescentlightonly.ThephotoperiodsoftheTDin farNumber of flower
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FIG. 23.Number of flower primordia in Hyoscyamusupon different daylength treatments in
far-red (FR) (radiation between 700and 1000run: 12,600ergs.cm-2.sec_1), followed either by
darkness(•
•) orby20min.redlight(6000ergs.cm-2.sec~')and thendarkness (O—O).
TD weregivenaccording to the schedule (4SD + 3TD)4 times,followed by 7LD. Intensity
offluorescentlightduring theSD:53,000ergs.cm- 2 .sec - ';ofthemixedirradiation during LD:
23,000 ergs.cm-'.sec-' < 700 ran and 8600 ergs.cm-2.sec_1 between 700 and 1000 nm. The
experiment started 18-5-'69.Averages of 4 plants.
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red were:0,0.1, 0.3, 1,3, 10,20, 60,200,440,720,840, 1420or 1440minutes;
each of thesewasfollowed either directly bydarkness or first by20minutesof
red light and then darkness,except, of course, that with 1440minutes far-red.
Averages of the numbers offlowerprimordia are presented in fig.23.
The far-red curve isessentially the same as the onepresented in section 4.2.
(fig. 21,p. 45); slight differences may be due to the higher light intensity (cf.
legendsfigs.21and 23)givenin thepresent experiment and to thefact that this
experiment was carried out in the new, movable cabinets, in which the far-red
contains also radiation above 1000nm. The response to photoperiods shorter
than 20minutes far-red cannot beclearly shown in thisfigureand will bepresented in somemore detail in the last part of this section (fig. 29).
Theeffect of thered light extension as such (innumber offlowerprimordia)
isshown infig.24.It isagain evident that the daylength response curve canbe
dividedintoatleastthreeparts,thefirstoneuptodaylengthsof20to50minutes
('reaction 1'), the second one from daylengths of 20to 50minutes to those of
about 750minutes and the third one from daylengths of about 750minutes to
continuous light.
Infig.25thedifference curvefor 'leafincrement' ispresented.Thesamethree
partsasinfig.24canbedistinguished, beitthat 'reaction 1'seemstoprevail up
to photoperiods of 100to 200minutes.
Asfar as'reaction 1'isconcerned, theinhibitiveeffect of20minutesredlight
appearsenhanced byashortpre-illuminationwithfar-red; inthecaseof flower
primordia thisenhancement isat its maximumat 18secondsfar-red. Thesame
far-red illumination alone, however, had a promoting effect, and the discussed
effect thus represents morethan a simplereversion. Obviously, thepre-illumination with far-red has rendered theplant more sensitive to the red light.
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FIG. 24.Effect onflowerinitiation in Hyoscyamusof extensions of 20 min.red light (R),applied after different daylength treatments in far-red (FR), given according to the schedule
(4SD + 3TD) 4times,followed by 7LD.Theeffect ismeasured as difference innumbers of
flower primordia. Derived from data offig.23.
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FIG. 25.Effect on flower initiation in Hyoscyamusof extensions of 20 min. red light (R) applied after different daylength treatments in far-red (FR), given according to the schedule
(4 SD + 3TD) 4 times, followed by 7 LD. The effect ismeasured as difference of leaf increments. See also legend fig. 23and text.

In thesecondpart, thediscussed enhancement ofthered effect, aswellasthe
red light effect itself,aregradually lostwithincreasingphotoperiods of far-red.
Obviously, theeffect of afar-red irradiation gradually escapesreversion byred
light.
In the third part, red reversibility is essentially lost after these long far-red
illuminations.
In the following experiment, the effect of a far-red extension after a preillumination in red light was studied. TD were again given according to the
schedule (4SD + 3TD)4times,followed by 10LD in mixed irradiation; SD
wasagaingiveninfluorescentlight.Thesamephotoperiods asinthepreceding
experiment were applied during the TD except that instead of 20 and 60 minutes, 30and 100minutes were applied respectively. The photoperiods in red
light were either directly followed by darkness or first by 20 minutes far-red
radiation and then darkness (except again for the 1440minutes TD).Averages
ofthenumbersofflowerprimordiaarepresented infig.26.Ingeneral,thecurve
for red light onlyisthe sameasthe onepresented infig.21(p.45).
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FIG. 26.Number offlowerprimordia in Hyoscyamusupon different daylength treatments in
red light (R)(6500ergs.cm_2.sec_1)>followed either bydarkness(•
•) or by20min. farred(radiation between700and 1000nm: 13,000ergs.cirr^.sec"1)and thendarkness ( O — O ) .
TDweregivenaccording totheschedule (4SD + 3TD)4times,followed by 10LD.Intensity
of fluorescent light during SD: 53,000 ergs.cm~2.sec_1; of the mixed irradiation during LD:
23,000 ergs.cm"2.sec_1 < 700 nm and 9000 ergs.cirr^sec -1 between 700 and 1000 nm. The
experiment started 18-7-'69.Averages of 4 plants.

The effect of theextensions with far-red light as such,ispresented infig.27.
This curve seems to have only two parts, the first one extending again up to
daylengths of50to 100minutes and the second onefrom 50to 100minutes up
tocontinuouslight.Thefirstpartresemblesverymuchthereverseofthat ofthe
preceding experiment. The promotive effect of 20minutes far-red is enhanced
bya shortpre-illuminationwith red light.Theredillumination alone,however,
had aninhibitiveeffect andthusagaintheeffect ismorethanasimplereversion.
Obviously, thepre-illumination with red light hasrendered theplant moresensitive to far-red, a strikingparallel with the effect of far-red upon the effects of
red illumination, as shown infig.24.
Inthesecondpart, theenhancement aswellastheeffect ofthefar-red illuminationitself,graduallydecreasewithincreasingphotoperiodsinredlight.However,incontrast totheprecedingexperiment,thereisnoclearsegregation tothe
third part.
Comparing these resultswith those of section 4.3.(fig. 22,p.49),inwhich it
wasfound that 3minutes far-red after 7hours of red light removed theinhibiMeded. Landbouwhogeschool Wageningen 70-19 (1970)
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FIG. 27.Effect onflowerinitiation in Hyoscyamusof extensions of 20 min.far-red (FR), applied after different daylength treatments in red light (R), given according to the schedule
(4 SD + 3TD) 4 times, followed by 10LD. The effect ismeasured as difference of numbers
offlowerprimordia. Derived from data offig.26.

tion offlowerinitiation completely, it appears strange that in the present experiment, with 20minutes far-red after 7 hours red, a marked inhibition still
remained, resultinginfewerflowerprimordia than inthedark treatment. However,incomparingresultsofseparateexperimentsitmustbetaken intoaccount
that these may diverge somewhat.
It appears moreconclusive to compare different far-red extensions following
afixedphotoperiod inredlightwithin oneexperiment. Thishasbeenthe object
of the next experiment.
After photoperiodsof390minutesredlight,extensionswithfar-red havebeen
givenduring:0,1, 3,10,20,30,60or 150minutes.Theexperimentincludesalso
the same far-red irradiations applied to plants not receiving any red light. The
coloured lighttreatmentswereapplied duringTD,givenaccordingtotheschedule: (4SD + 3TD)4times,followed by 6LDin mixed irradiation of fluorescentand incandescent light; SDwas,asusuallyinfluorescentlight.Thetemperature was 20°C, and the relative humidity 65%.Averages of the numbers of
flower primordia are presented infig.28.
Thecurve ofthetreatments infar-red only offig.28resembles quitewellthe
oneoffig.29whichisanenlargement ofthefirstpart offig.23.Thepromotion
in thefirstpart of the curve (fig. 29) seems to be enhanced with another promotive action on a still shorter time scale.After 390minutes of red light, the
samefar-red illuminations show much the same type of curve (cf.fig.28).The
level ofpromotion with respect to the dark valueisslightly lower, but thepromotive effect of extremely short extensions is much greater after the red preillumination,in thatitfairly completely removestheredinhibition.Thisisatypicalphytochromeeffect, (cf. section4.3.);itcannot yetbedecidedwhether the
smallereffect ofextremelyshortfar-red illuminationsaloneisofthesamenature.
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FIG. 28.Number of flower primordia in Hyoscyamus upon daylength treatments in far-red
(FR)(radiation between700and 1000nm: 13,500ergs.cm_2.sec_1).precededeither by390min.
ofred light (7600ergs.cm-'.sec-1)(•
•) orbyjust darkness(O
O).TDweregiven
according totheschedule(4SD + 3TD)4times,followed by6LD.Light intensityduringSD
(fluorescent light): 56,000 ergs.cnr 2 .sec _1 and during LD (mixed irradiation): 21,000 ergs.
cm -2 .sec _1 < 700 nm and 9000 ergs.cm~2.sec-1 between 700 and 1000 nm. The experiment
started 19-12-'69. Averages of 4 plants (in both 0 min. far-red treatments 10plants).
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FIG. 29. Number of flower primordia in
Hyoscyamus upon daylength treatments in
far-red (FR). Enlargement of the first part
offig.23.

Infig.30,thedifference curvederived fromfig.28ispresented, clearlyshowingthedecreaseoftheredinhibition byafar-red extension already of 1 minute.
Between 1 and 60minutes, no further decrease isevident, and only with anextension of 150minutes far-red, the red-effect isreduced tozero.
It can beconcluded, that the response to very short far-red irradiations after
a short day in red light, is mediated by a'normal'phytochrome-reactiontype.
Far-red irradiations longer than 10 to 30 minutes seem to be mediated by a
second reaction type,the samethat mediates theeffects ofphotoperiods in farred alone.
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Effect of red pre-Illumination
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FIG. 30.Effect on flower initiation in Hyoscyamusof pre-illumination with 390 min.red light
before different daylengths in far-red (FR). Derived from data of fig. 28.

4.5. DISCUSSION

The effects ofphotoperiods in coloured light, presented in thischapter,have
been investigated with the method also adapted previously, viz., of series of
daylength treatments,interrupted bySD,andfinallyfollowed byinductive LD.
Attention waspaid to effects of far-red and red light (in section 4.2.green and
blue also, fig. 21,p. 45). Though different light intensities were applied, it is
evident, that when compared to the 0 minutes TD (darkvalue) red andgreen
light are inhibitive, while far-red is promotive forflowerinitiation in all daylengths,and blue light ispromotive only in extremely short and longphotoperiods and isinhibitive in the region of normal short daylengths.
For red and blue light there are discrepancies with some data presented by
DE LINT(87).Thismaybeduetodifferent experimental procedures or to differences in light intensity, the daylength response being shown to be rather sensitive to this factor (section 3.4.). Certainly, a complete comparison between
different colours should include several light intensities for each colour. Therefore, our discussion will necessarily belimited to theresults of the experiments
described in this chapter.
The daylength response curves as obtained for coloured light (e.g. those of
fig. 21)can besplit into separate curvesfor inhibition and promotion,just like
those for white light, i.e. according to the 2nd assumption of section 3.5., cf.
fig. 206.
For red and green light, the inhibition clearly dominates; the light induced
promotion reaches only a low level. In the first part of the inhibiton
curve, the extra phenomenon ('reaction 1'), as already observed for white
light, is of much greater importance here. The inhibition- and promotion
curvesforredlightarepresentedinfig.31;forgreenlighttheyarerathersimilar.
The extra inhibition in thefirstpart ispresented in thisfigurealso separately
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FIG. 31.Relative effect at various daylengths of light induced inhibition (
) and light
induced promotion (
)offlower initiation in Hyoscyamusinred light.Therelative effect
of 'reaction 1'isplotted separately (
)and as an extra on the curve for light induced
inhibition ( - . - . - . ) . Based on data offig.21.See also text.

from themaininhibitioncurve,sothat threeprocessesareclearly distinguished,
two inhibitive and onepromotive forflowerinduction.
For bluelight, theextra effect inthefirst part ispromotive instead ofinhibitiveforflowerinitiation.Now,twoofthethreeprocessesarepromotiveandone
is inhibitive forflowerinitiation, the inhibiting one only dominating•between
Relative effect
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FIG. 32.Relative effect at various daylengths of light induced inhibition (
) and of light
induced promotion (
) of flower initiation in Hyoscyamus in blue light. The relative
effect of 'reaction 1' is only plotted separately (
),because it ispromotive forflpwer
initiation and thuscannot bepresentedasanextraontheinhibitioncurve.Basedondataoffig.
21. Seealso text.
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FIG. 33.Relative effect at various daylengths of two actions of far-red radiation, both promotive for flower initiation in Hyoscyamus.Based on data of fig. 21.See also text.

photoperiods ofca. 160and ca.730minutes.Infig.32,theinhibition- andpromotion curves for bluelight are presented.
Forfar-red, theextraeffect inthefirstpartalsoisclearlypromotivefor flower
initiation. Light induced inhibition is not necessarily involved in far-red.
Splitting of thefar-red curve(fig. 21)into two curves,each representing apromotive action, seems possible (fig. 33), although the detailed shape of each of
these curves cannot yet begiven with certainty.
Our observations (figs. 21and 26)indicate that brief red illuminations,producing a high Pfr/Ptoiai ratio, are inhibitive forflowerinduction in LDP. This
would correspond with thefindingsof FREDERICQ(43) with Kalanchoe, that 5
minutes red- and even 1second ofdaylight (55)- perdaycould induce flowering in that SDP; FREDERICQcould show this to be a phytochrome effect. Although insection 4.3. hardlyanyeffect of5 minutesredwasobserved, stillphytochrome could be shown to beinvolved to a certain degree (fig. 22).
In the following discussion of our coloured light experiments wewill tentativelydepartfrom thesamesortofreasoningwe haveadopted inthediscussion
of our white light experiments. Wewill recall in mind that it was assumed, in
connection with data in literature, that photosynthetic reactions may influence
the photoperiodic behaviour, in that substrates formed in photosynthesis
(especially by the action of 'system II') tend to inhibitflowering,whileATP,
especially produced in cyclic photophosphorylation (mediated by 'system I'),
may promote flowering.
In radiation wavelengths above 700nm(far-red), thephotosynthetic 'system
IF ispractically inactive,while 'system F still works. Therefore, the ATPlevel
gradually increases, while in red light the ATP level becomes rather soon constant at a much lower level,due to ATP consumption by C0 2 reduction (159,
118).
Extremely brief far-red irradiations establish alowPfr/Ptoiai ratio,and, at the
same time, the ATP level isincreased via the photosynthetic 'system F. How58
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ever, Pfr, be it only present at a low level, may still be the main factor for the
promotion offloweringduring theveryfirstminutesin FR; later, theincreased
ATP level may take over the promotive action (figs. 28 and 29). This would
mean that thefirstreaction ispromotive forflowerinitiation whenthe Pfr/Ptotai
ratio is low and, according tofigs.21 and 26, is inhibitive when that ratio is
high.
SinceindarknessPft isbrokendownorreverted toPr,itmaybeassumed that
inthedark controls(0min.TD)noPfr willbeavailableand, therefore, nolight
induced inhibition or promotion will occur. This is consistent with the theory
that Pfr isthe physiologically active form of phytochrome (148,25).
Inprolonged far-red irradiations ofthe order of the normal shortday region
(420min.),floweringwillnotbeinhibited,sincehardlyanyphotosynthesistakes
place. However, when daylength isincreased further, a promotive action again
becomes manifest owing to available Pfr and synthesized ATP.
In prolonged red irradiations (420min.),normal photosynthesis takesplace,
which meansthat the inhibitive factor produced in photosynthesis (cf. sections
3.4. and 3.5.) is available and inhibition offlowerinitiation occurs, but, as is
shown in section 4.3. (fig. 22),only when phytochrome at the beginning of the
dark period ispredominantly in the Pfr form. Thus, it appears that conditions
for theoccurrenceofinhibition arethatphotosynthesishastakenplaceand that
the Pfr/P,ot.i ratio at the beginning of the dark period ishigh.
It cannot yetbedecided which of twopossibilities exists,viz., 1.whether for
therealization ofinhibition ahighPfr/P,otal ratioat thebeginningofdarknessis
needed or, 2.whether only a certain amount of Pfr hastobeavailable.Terminatinganilluminationperiodwithabriefexposuretored light instead of far-red
means that in thedark Pfr isavailable during a longer time,so that then more
inhibition can be realized. However, if the illumination is terminated with a
prolonged exposure to far-red (e.g. 2hrs), given after a short day in red light,
onewouldexpectthat,incaseofthesecondpossibilitymentioned above,during
thefar-red illumination theinhibition reactioncanproceed. After theinhibitive
reaction issaturated, thepromotive process maystart to expressitself. Because
a brief red light irradiation, applied after such an extension with far-red, enhancestheLD-effect (36),obviouslyallsubstrate ofphotosynthesis (ofthemain
light period), which is assumed to be necessary for obtaining inhibitor, has
disappeared during thefar-red irradiation. Wesuppose that this disappearance
has taken place in the reaction in which the inhibitor is produced, and, since
during the far-red exposure only a low Pfr/P,OIal ratio was maintained, the
second possibility mentioned above is preferred.
In section 4.4., some more red and far-red extensions have been examined.
Since already very brief pre-illuminations with far-red (e.g. already 18 sec.)
enhance the effect of 20minutes red light, a phytochrome effect on cell membranes could be involved, as with the fast closing movements of the pinnae of
Mimosapudica (39). Because of the analogy of the effect of 20minutes far-red
after brief pre-illuminations in red with the effect of red after far-red (cf.figs.
27and 24),phytochrome could beresponsible also in thiscase.Thereversal of
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the effect of about 400minutes red bysome3minutesfar-red maywellbeless
simple than might be concluded from fig. 22, since the promotive effect of 3
minutesfar-red alone is not reached in experiments in which far-red is applied
after a prolonged exposure to red light (fig. 28).Obviously, during the red exposure some irreversible reaction has taken place, which prevents far-red to
exert itspromotive action.
HAUPT(61)madesimilarobservationswithgrowth ofinternodesandpetioles
of pea seedlings. Red effects could be annihilated by far-red, but, even with
saturating far-red following red, the response was not the same as in far-red
alone. He also explained this phenomenon by assuming fast irreversible reactions occurring during or immediately after photoconversion of Pr to Pfr.
Leaf position was shown (Plates 6 and 7) to be strongly affected by photochrome,which confirms observations of SCHNEIDERetal.(126)whorefer this
to nastic leaf movements. In other plants also,movements of leaves or leaflets
wereshowntobeinfluenced byphytochrome(39,47).However,after prolonged
far-red irradiations (420 min.), no red/far-red reversal effect on leaf position
couldbeobservedanymore(Plate7).Possibly,thecyclicphotophosphorylation
had generated so much ATP that the action of Pfr was nullified.
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5. GENERAL DISCUSSION
Workingwiththe'qualitative'long-dayplantHyoscyamusniger,thedaylength
dependence of flower initiation has been investigated. Several parameters of
flowerinitiation were used; number of flower primordia on the mainflower
stalkwasfound tobethemostreliableone.'Daystoshooting'alsomaybeused
in most experiments onflowerinitiation, but 'leaf increment' was found to be
not completely correlated withflowerinitiation, in particular was this evident
in theregion of very long daylengths (sections 2.3.2.and 3.2.).
Most of our experiments on daylength dependence havebeen carried out by
interrupting a period of treatment days (TD) with short days (SD) in white
fluorescentlight in order to improve the condition of the plants. To obtain
flower initiation in all treatments, after-treatment in long days (LD) was applied. With this procedure it was possible to investigate the influence of daylength on flower initiation over the whole daylength region from zero to 24
hours. In section 3.3.,itwasshownthat none ofthecomponents of theexperimental scheme, except TD, affected essentially the shape of the daylength
dependence curve.
Itwaspossibletosplittheexperimentalcurve(e.g.fig.11)intoseparatecurves
for (light induced) inhibition and for (light induced) promotion (section 3.5.,
fig. 20).Intheanalysis,thebehaviour inveryshortlightperiodsappeared asan
extra phenomenon either of an inhibitive or of apromotive nature, dependent
on the spectralcomposition of the light (cf.figs.31and 32).This phenomenon
has been referred to as 'reaction 1'.
Curves, obtained with red light (cf.figs.21and 26)approximate a curve for
light induced inhibition (cf.figs.20and 31),though intheextremeshortphotoperiods and in the long ones,other actions ('reaction 1'and light induced promotion) seem to interfere. Evidence derived from experiments with different
light intensities, as well as from literature suggests that photosynthesis, in the
senseofsystemII,maybeafactor involvedintheinhibition offlowerinitiation
inHyoscyamus(figs. 17, 18and 19). BAVRINA et al. (4)recently concluded that
flowering of long-day species is more dependent both on the photosynthetic
reduction of C0 2 and onphotophosphorylation than that of short-dayspecies.
Most of theliterature (53,110,56,90,42,94),aswellasdata presented insection 3.4. suggest that photosynthetic reduction of C0 2 , as mediated essentially
by the photosynthetic 'system II', is an important requirement for SD-effects.
Another factor involved in the SD-effect isphytochrome (section 4.3.).Inhibition offlowerinitiation wasobtained when,at theend of an SD,phytochrome
waspredominantly in thefar-red absorbing form (fig. 22).Theeffect of abrief
far-red irradiation (20 min.) appears enhanced by brief pre-irradiations with
red light ( < 50min.). This effect of red light decreased when its duration was
increased beyond 50minutes,aswellastheeffect ofthe20minutesfar-red when
following thered,(figs.26and 27).Obviously,theinhibition becomesirreversible not only in a long dark period, but also during an illumination period, at
least in red light.
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The concept of the photoperiodic reaction system as given by DE LINT(87),
can,inpart, beapplied for thelightinduced inhibition. The inhibitor-precursor
may be identical with the factor derived from photosynthesis. However, this
precursor then should not only be converted into an inhibitor during a subsequent dark period as long as P[rispresent, but also duringaprolongedillumination.
The light induced inhibition is supposed to become saturated when light induced promotion becomesevident (cf. section 3.5.).Thisimpliesthat, when for
some reason promotion is suppressed, maximum inhibition will be reached at
longer photoperiods. According to a recent observation of JONES (71), ATP
levels in plants vary inversely with temperature; so if theATP level isafactor
in determining promotion, then at higher temperatures maximum inhibition
should also shift to longer photoperiods. Thisindeed has beenobservedinpreliminaryexperiments.Theobservation that the critical daylength for Hyoscyamusislongerat highertemperatures (82)isingood agreement withtheassumptions made above.
In the curves obtained in far-red light (cf. figs. 21 and 23) it is somewhat
difficult torecognizethecurvefor light induced promotion (cf.figs.20and33),
owing to the strong effect of 'reaction 1'.During the far-red light period, ATP
should become available mainly via cyclic or pseudo-cyclic photophosphorylation, but during thedark period, ATP,generated in dissimilation, might also
bepromotive forflowerinitiation, provided that some Pfr isavailable.
This may explain why a short interruption of a long night with red light, converting phytochrome into the Pfr form, causes an LD-effect. The inhibitor- precursor, produced in photosynthesis during the short main light period, is no longer available after a certain period of
darkness (converted intoinhibitor and for therest broken down indissimilation or transported
away), so that no inhibition occurs. On the other hand, for promotion of flower initiation the
required factors are available (Pfr) or become so (ATP).

Theobservations ofsection 4.1.that aredexposureafter ashortdayinwhite
light extended with far-red, mayenhancethe LD-effect (36,28),canalso beexplained. During the far-red extension, light induced inhibition has become
saturated and the ATP level is increased, so that light induced promotion can
proceed. By ending the illumination period with a red exposure, Pfr will be
availableindarknessduringalongerperiod oftimethan byendingwith far-red
so that the promotive action can continue for a longer period of time.
The promotive action of a brief exposure of far-red, following a prolonged
extension of a short day in white light with red (36), may be explained byassuming that during the red light extension not all precursor is converted into
inhibitor, and that because of thetransfer of most of thephytochromeinto the
Pr form the production of the inhibitor will soon stop.
It appears difficult to explain the promotive effect of long photoperiods by
assumingaHER directed byphytochrome,aswasadvanced by HARTMANN(58)
for seed germination and hypocotyl lengthening of lettuce. For the opening of
theleaflets of Mimosapudica, phytochrome wasnot thephotoreceptor, though
this response had an action spectrum (40) with characteristics of HER action
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spectra as determined e.g. for the control of flowering in Hyoscyamus niger
(127).
It may well turn out that promotion of flower initiation in Hyoscyamus niger,
as well as several other HER phenomena (40) simultaneously require the presence of Pfr and the production of energy-rich phosphorylated compounds,
either produced via cyclic or pseudo-cyclic photophosphorylation or in dissimilation. Indeed, SCHNEIDER and STIMSON (127a) recently pointed to the photosynthetic system Ifor beinginvolved in a HER. Theyattributed the far-red HER
response of anthocyanin synthesis in turnip seedlings to the photostimulation
of two pigments, i.e., chlorophyll-a and phytochrome.
Not much is yet known about the nature of the substances which play a role
in the subsequent phases of the reaction chain leading to inhibition or promotion of flower initiation. However, it has been shown in recent years that some
growth regulators may be important. So, e.g. in the leaves of several plants the
content of natural gibberellins is higher in LD than in SD. In continuous darkness, destruction of gibberellins has been observed (17). Some observations on
rosette plants indicate, however, that gibberellins are not directly involved in
flower initiation of LDP, but that they do play a direct role in bolting (95, 134,
18). EVANS (35), with Lolium temulentum, concluded that endogenous gibberellins play no direct role in floral induction, but that compounds sharing early
steps in the biosyntheticpathway to gibberellins may do so,and that their action
can be enhanced by applied gibberellins.
In Hyoscyamus, gibberellins applied underotherwisenon-inductive conditions
cause shooting and flower initiation (23), but possibly, like in Lolium, gibberellins act on flower initiation only in an indirect way.
Inhibition of gibberellin synthesis by the endogenous growth inhibitor 'dormin' or 'abscisic acid' (ABA) was suggested by WAREING et al. (144). They
argued that the failure of LDP to form flowers under SDisduetothelowlevelof
gibberellins in combination with high levels of endogenous inhibitors occurring
under those conditions. Under LD conditions, application of ABA to LDP may
inhibit flower induction (34, 27, 144).
In this connection an observation of TAYLOR and SMITH (139a) may be of
interest, viz., that a growth inhibitor with ABA-like properties, recently tentatively called xanthonin (139), is produced by photo-oxidation of certain xanthophylls. From all xanthophylls of Urticadioica L., violaxanthin was found to
produce thegreatest inhibitory effect when illuminated, although itwasonly one
of theminorxanthophylls intheleafextract.Arecent observation of HAGER (52)
may present a connection between such an appearance of ABA-like substances
and the availibility of ATP. He was able to show that de-epoxidation of violaxanthin to zeaxanthin occurs under conditions under which photophosphorylation takes place; addition of ATP to chloroplasts could trigger the conversion
without illumination. The light activation of the responsible enzyme, de-epoxidase, was assumed to be the result of a light induced decrease of pH in the
chloroplast compartment containing the enzyme. According to DAVIES (23a)
molecular oxygen isrequired for theconversion of zeaxanthin into violaxanthin.
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It can be questioned whether or not under all circumstances in the plant enough
molecular oxygen is available for this process.
ADDICOTT and LYON, in their review (1),suggested that promotion of floweringincertain SDPbyABA may bedue to restriction of vegetative growth rather
than to a specific stimulation of flowering.
According to RUSSELL and GALSTON (120), gibberellins may be involved in
auxin responses, since they may block phytochrome controlled flavonoid synthesis and thus inhibit IAA-oxidase systems.
Auxin application causes a reduction of the effect of SD treatment in SDP;
this effect seems reversible by antiauxins (7, 81). However, CLAES (19) was not
able to promote or inhibit flower initiation in Hyoscyamus by application of
auxin, not even when the daylength applied was close to the critical one. Surprisingly, shooting without any flower initiation was obtained in SD in Hyoscyamus plants treated with an antiauxin (19). Only, the duration of the experiment was rather short (about 1 month), so that, ultimately, flower initiation
might have been obtained also.
Working with the LDP Hyoscyamus nigerand Silene armeria, LIVERMAN and
LANG, in 1956 (91), found that, under SD extended with light intensities not
sufficient for optimal flowering response, auxin application increased the
response. However, in 1965,LANG(81)questioned the significance of this effect,
since a similar response was also obtained with several antiauxins.
ALLEWELDT (2),discussing the role of auxin in the flowering process, stated in
summary that there is no clear-cut effect of auxins in flower initiation in LDP.
The findings show quantitative differences and seem to indicate the possibility
of modification of the photo-induction.
In recent years, TANADA (135, 136) presented evidence for participation of
3-indoleacetic acid (IAA), together with some other substances (e.g. ATP and
K + ) in a peculiar phytochrome response, viz., the attachment of root tips to
wet glass surfaces under the influence of P fr . He, and also JAFFE (69), attributed
this phenomenon to changes in electric charges in the membrane, induced by
alterations in the molecular structure of phytochrome in its response to red or
far-red irradiation. Recently, WAGNER and CUMMING (143) postulated that
endogenous rhythmicity (13,22) is due to the spatial separation of production
and use of energy in different cell particulates, with phytochrome acting as a
membrane operator, possibly in cooperation with plant hormones. LUTTGE and
PALLAGHY (93),however, found that the transient changeofthe trans-membrane
electricpotential of green cells of higher plants, subjected to a sudden change in
the intensity of illumination, is linked to electron transport by photosystem II,
although they did not completely rule out direct effects of light on membrane
permeability via phytochrome. Recently, SIDAWAY (129), in an experiment on
germination of lettuce seeds could, to a limited extent, substitute electrostatic
treatment for red light in raising the dark germination level. He assumed interaction with the phytochrome system. Also redox chemicals may be substituted
for radiation in some phytochrome-mediated responses (70).
Involvement of phytochrome in permeability changes (63) is not surprising,
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since evidence was obtained for phytochrome being associated with membranous structures (e.g.60, 119).
TANADA (136) already discussed the possibility that a change in membrane
charge might affect the formation ofpolyribosomes on the membrane. Indeed,
WILLIAMS and NOVELLI (158), examining ribosomes in vitro, found that the
percentage of polyribosomes was increased following exposure of dark grown
seedlings to low levelsoflight, red lightbeingmost effective in promoting this
response.
Wemay assume that differential gene activation and repression through Pfr,
asproposed byMOHR(105),maybecontrolledbytheactionofPfronmembrane
potentials. In the 'positive photoresponses', reported by MOHR, the polyribosomesstillhaveto bebuiltup before thegene-regulated responsecan start,
which may explain the lag-phase in the response. For nitrate reductase it was
indeed observed(140a)that theabilityofetiolated cornleavestoformtheactive
enzymeinthelight,wascorrelated withthetimecourse ofpolyribosomedevelopment. In the 'negative photoresponses', thepolyribosomes may be suddenly
disturbed intheiraction byasuddenchangeinmembranepotential,sothat the
response will show hardly any lag-phase. Consequently, one may assume that
fast leaf movements that are mediated by changes in membrane permeability
(40,70)aswellasdifferential geneactivation(105),areregulatedbyphytochrome
via its control on membrane potentials. However, a more direct activation or
repression of genescertainly is not ruled out.
In movements of leaves or leaflets, not only Pfr but also an ATP-dependent
processappearstobeinvolved(40,47);normally,leavescloseinthedark inthe
presence of a high Pfr/P,0tai ratio. The supposed participation of ATP mayexplain whyinlightaleaf openingresponseisobtained inMimosapudicainspite
of a high percentage of Pfr; FONDEVILLEet al. (40) suggest that the HER may
well be involved in ATP formation effective in maintaining the membrane
function. Wehaveexplained in the sameway the masking of nastic leafmovements by420minutes far-red, as shown on Plate 7(cf. section 4.5.). GALSTON
(47)reported that leaflet movements in Albizziajulibrissin werecorrelated with
K + transport, so that closure was effectively antagonized by high concentrations ofexternalK + , and recently RAVEN(116)concluded, amongotherthings,
that either cyclic or pseudo-cyclic photophosphorylation may accellerate K +
influx in the light; thus, in the green plant, activation of 'system I' should be
able to effectuate K+ influx.
Differences in K + availability maycausediscrepancies betweenexperiments,
and thusa suitable control ofplant nurtition may beextremely important,just
ascontrol ofthewater supply, since WRIGHTand HIRON(160)found thatABA
could beinduced in (detached) wheat leavesbyaperiod ofwilting. Changesin
turgor intheprimary pulvini ofMimosapudicawereobserved tolead topetiole
dropping (40).
Insection4.5.,theeffectsofextremelyshortphotoperiodshavebeenexplained,
as a phytochrome effect on cell membranes. Probably, a change in membrane
permeability isthemain factor. This might not only beimportant inextremely
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short photoperiods, but alwayswhen another illumination starts, sothat inexperiments with subsequent illuminations in different colours or different light
intensities not only light induced inhibition andpromotion, but also the above
effect may play a role.
Inconclusion, evidenceispresented that duringillumination ofHyoscyamus
separate processes are active, causing either inhibition or promotion of flower
initiation, and depending on two(or more) factors, phytochrome being oneof
these in both types ofprocesses. The other factors are suggested to depend on
aspects ofphotosynthesis, including photophosphorylation. In extremely short
photoperiods, a direct phytochrome action on cellmembranes maywellbethe
main effect, which maybepromotive or inhibitiveforflowerinitiation inHyoscyamus, depending on the spectral region of the light.
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SUMMARY
Investigations have been carried out on the photoperiodic control of flower
initiation intheannual strain ofthelong-dayplant Hyoscyamusniger L.Plants
weregrowninsoil;precultivation (inshortday(SD)fluorescentlight)aswellas
experimental treatmentswereappliedat20°C.Coloured radiationwasobtained
by combining special coloured fluorescent lamps with 'plexiglas' filters (subsection 2.2.2.).
In white light no absolute juvenile phase could be observed, but with increasing age,up to 30to 40days,plants weremore sensitive to inductive treatment (subsection 2.3.2.). For most experiments, the precultivation period was
3to 4months.
As aparameter offlowerinitiation 'number offlowerprimordia' was found
to be more generally applicable than 'days to shooting' and 'leaf increment'
(sections 2.4. and 3.2.). For 'days to shooting', plants in a mixed radiation of
fluorescent andincandescentlampshadaslightlyshortercriticaldaylength than
plants influorescentlight only. For initiation offlowerprimordia there wasno
difference in critical daylength between the two light qualities (section 3.2.).
In most experiments various daylengths, from zero to 1000 minutes or to
continuous light, were applied during a period of treatment days (TD) interrupted at regularintervals byafew SDinhighintensitywhitefluorescentlight,
for energy supply. After-treatment wasgiven in long days (LD) in a mixed irradiation of fluorescent and incandescent light, in order to ultimately obtain
flowerinitiation in all treatments. Flower primordia for all treatments were
counted at the end of the LD after-treatment. None of the components of the
experimental scheme(except, ofcourse,TD)wasfound to affect essentially the
type of response curve obtained (section 3.3.).
Theeffect oflightintensityina mixtureoffluorescentand incandescent light
on daylength dependence offlowerinitiation was investigated in section 3.4..
Inhibition of flower initiation (SD-effect), as observed at high light intensity
(24,000ergs.cm_2.sec_1 < 700nm)for daylengths between about 300and 600
minutes,waslostatlowlightintensities(2400or400ergs.cm-2.sec~1 < 700nm)
for all three parameters mentioned above. With photoperiods longer than ca.
800minutes,promotion offlowerinitiation (LD-effect), determined as'number
offlowerprimordia' or 'days to shooting', wasweaker at lowlight intensities.
For 'leaf increment', in allthree light intensities a similar, weak LD-effect was
observed.
The daylength response curve for white light could be split into a saturation
curve, representing the inhibitive light action, and a curve reaching saturation
at much longer photoperiods, representing a light action,promotive for flower
initiation. At extremely short photoperiods (below 50min.),a weak extra inhibition was apparent (cf. section 3.5.,fig.20).
In the experiments of Chapter 4,in which coloured light (far-red,red,green,
and blue) was applied during the TD, it was observed that the extra effect at
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shortphotoperiods('reaction 1') could beeitherinhibitive(inred and green)or
promotive (in far-red and blue) forflowerinitiation. With red and green light,
inhibition offlowerinitiation was observed at all daylengths (cf. section 4.2.,
fig. 21);thepostulated lightinduced promotion attained onlyalowlevelin LD
(cf. section 4.5.,fig.31). With far-red, promotion offlowerinitiation was observedatalldaylengths(cf. section 4.2.,fig.21);lightinducedinhibitionwasnot
necessarilyinvolved(cf. section4.5.,fig.33).Withbluelight,inhibition wasonly
observed at daylengths between 160and 730minutes (cf. section 4.2.,fig.21);
at other daylengths promotive actions dominated (cf. section 4.5.,fig.32).
Inhibition offlowerinitiation by 420minutes red light could be annihilated
by 3minutes far-red; thiswas shown to be a phytochrome effect (section4.3.,
fig. 22). The promotive effect, observed with 3minutes far-red alone, was not
obtained when far-red was applied after exposures to red light of the order of
400minutes (section 4.4.,fig.28).
A brief exposure to far-red, preceding 20minutes red light, enhanced the inhibiting effect of the red, while a brief exposure to red light, preceding 20minutes far-red enhanced the promoting effect of the far-red (cf. section 4.4.).
Leaf position was strongly affected byphytochrome; however, after 420minutes far-red, no red/far-red reversal effect on leaf position was any more observed (cf. section 4.3.,Plates 6and 7).
The above data, together with suggestions from literature, give rise to the
following interpretation.
The effect occurring at extremely short daylengths ('reaction 1')most likely
isa phytochrome effect on cell membranes.
Theinhibitiveeffect (lightinducedinhibition),responsiblefor thenormalSDeffect, is assumed to require some factor from photosynthesis ('system II') for
its realization and, besides this, phytochrome in the far-red absorbing form
(Pfr).

The promotive effect (light induced promotion), responsible for the normal
LD-effect, isassumedtorequireATPfor itsrealization(producedviathephotosynthetic 'system I' or via dissimilation), and also Pfr.
It has been demonstrated that it ispossible to split the experimental curves
into these three components which shows the daylength dependence of these
effects separately (cf. section 4.5.).
Occasional masking of thephytochrome control ofleafposition may wellbe
attributed to a high ATP level, nullifying the action of Pfr.
Inchapter 5,thenature ofthesubstanceswhichplayaroleinthe subsequent
phases of the reaction chain leading to inhibition or promotion of flower initiation, hasbeendiscussed.Specialattention waspaid toeffects ofgibberellins,
auxins and abscisic acid.
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SAMENVATTING
Het onderzoek van dedaglengte-afhankelijkheid van de bloemaanleg is uitgevoerd metbehulpvaneeneenjarige vormvandelange-dagplant Hyoscyamus
nigerL. (Bilzenkruid). Deplanten werden gekweekt in aarde; de opkweek (in
korte dag (KD)fluorescentielicht)en de proeven geschiedden bij 20CC. Gekleurd licht werd verkregen met behulp van speciale,gekleurde fluorescerende
buizen, tezamen met geschikte 'plexiglas'filters(subsectie 2.2.2.).
In wit licht werd geen absolutejeugdfase waargenomen; wel waren oudere
planten (30a40dagen oud)gevoeliger voor inductieve behandelingen danjongere(subsectie2.3.2.).Voordemeesteproeven duurdedeopkweekperiode 3 a4
maanden.
Alscriterium voor de beoordeling van de bloemaanleg bleek 'aantal bloemprimordia' meer algemeen toepasselijk tezijn dan 'dagen tot schieten'en'bladtoename' (secties 2.4. en 3.2.). In een gemengde belichting van fluorescentiebuizen en gloeilampen bleek de kritische daglengte iets korter te zijn dan in
fluorescentielicht alleen.Voor bloemaanleg zelfwerd geenverschil in kritische
daglengte in deze twee lichtsoorten waargenomen (sectie 3.2.).
Indemeesteproevenwerden daglengten,varierend vannultot 1000minuten
oftotcontinulicht,gegevengedurendeeenperiodevanbehandelingsdagen(BD),
welke regelmatig werd onderbroken door enkele KD met hoge intensiteit wit
fluorescentielicht, omtegrote verzwakkingvandeplanten tevoorkomen. Teneinde uiteindelijk bloemaanleg in alle behandelingen te krijgen, werd aan alle
planten een nabehandeling in lange dag (LD) wit licht gegeven. Aan het eind
van de LD-nabehandeling werd van alle planten het aantal bloemprimordia
geteld.Gebleken is,datgeenvandecomponentenvanhetproefschema devorm
van de daglengte-afhankelijkheidscurve wezenlijk veranderde (sectie 3.3.).
Insectie3.4.werddeinvloed van deintensiteit van wit licht op de daglengteafhankelijkheid vandebloemaanleg bestudeerd. Remming vande bloemaanleg
(KD-effect), zoals die werd waargenomen onder hoge lichtintensiteit (24.000
erg.cm~2.sec-1 < X-700nm)voor daglengten tussen 300en 600minuten, bleek
onder lage lichtintensiteit (2400 of 400erg.cm_2.sec_l < X-700nm) voor geen
van de drie genoemde criteria meer te bestaan. Bevordering van bloemaanleg
(LD-effect), zoalswaargenomen onder daglengten langer dan ca. 800minuten,
bleek, gemeten via de criteria 'aantal bloemprimordia' of 'dagen tot schieten',
bij lage lichtintensiteiten af te nemen. Met 'blad toename' werd in alle drie
lichtintensiteiten eenzelfde, zeer zwak LD-effect waargenomen.
De daglengte-afhankelijkheidscurve voor wit licht bleek te kunnen worden
samengesteld uit een verzadigingscurve, voorstellende de remmende werking
van lichteneencurve,welkeeerst bijveelgroteredaglengteverzadiging bereikt
endebevorderendewerkingvanlicht opbloemaanlegvoorstelt. Onder extreem
korte daglengten (korter dan 50 min.) bleek onmiskenbaar een zwakke extra
remming voor te komen (ziefig.20).
Ditextra effect bijkorte daglengten ('reactie 1') bleekindeproeven,vermeld
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in hoofdstuk 4, in welke gekleurd licht (donker-rood, rood, groen en blauw)
werd gegeven tijdens de BD, hetzij remmend (in rood en groen), hetzij bevorderend (in donker-rood en blauw) voor bloemaanleg te zijn.
In rood engroen lichtwerd bij alledaglengten remmingvande bloemaanleg
waargenomen(ziesectie4.2.,fig.21);degepostuleerde, doorlichtgelnduceerde
bevordering bereiktehierin LDdan ook slechtseenlaagniveau (ziesectie 4.5.,
fig. 31).In donkerrood werd bijalledaglengten een bevordering van debloemaanleg waargenomen (zie sectie 4.2.,fig.21);een door licht gelnduceerde remming behoefde hier niet te worden verondersteld (zie sectie 4.5., fig. 33). In
blauw licht werd alleen bij daglengten tussen 160en 730minuten een remming
waargenomen (zie sectie 4.2.,fig.21); bij andere daglengten overheersten bevorderende werkingen (zie sectie4.5.,fig.32).
Drie minuten donker-rood kon de remming van de bloemaanleg door 420
minuten rood licht opheffen; dit bleek een fytochroom-effect te zijn (zie sectie
4.3.,fig.22).Hetbevorderend effect van3 minutendonker-rood alleenwerdniet
volledig bereikt als het na ca. 400minuten rood werd gegeven (zie sectie 44
fig. 28).
Het remmend effect van20minuten rood lichtwerdversterkt door eenvoorafgaande, korte belichting met donker-rood, terwijl een korte rood-belichting,
voorafgaande aan 20minutendonker-rood, het bevorderend effect van donkerrood versterkte (zie sectie4.4.).
De bladstand bleek onder invloed van het fytochroom-systeem te staan; na
420minutendonker-rood echter,kon3minutenroodlichtgeeninvloedmeerop
de bladstand uitoefenen (zie sectie4.3.,Plaat 6en7).
Bovenstaande resultaten, tezamen met literatuurgegevens, hebben aanleiding
tot devolgende beschouwingen gegeven.
Het effect van zeer korte daglengten ('reactie 1') wordt hoogstwaarschijnlijk
bepaald door eenfytochroom-effect op celmembranen.
Voorhettotstandkomenvanhetremmendeffect datverantwoordelijk isvoor
het normale KD-effect, zou een bepaalde factor uit het fotosyntheseproces, gevormdvia'systeemII',tezamen metfytochroom indedonker-rood absorberende vorm (Pfr) aanwezig moeten zijn.
Voor het tot stand komen vanhet bevorderend effect, verantwoordelijk voor
het normale LD-effect, zouATP(gevormdvia'fotosynthesesysteem I' ofviade
ademhaling) en ook Pfr nodig zijn.
Door de experimentele curven in deze drie componenten te splitsen, kon de
daglengte-afhankelijkheid van deze afzonderlijke effecten worden weergegeven
(zie sectie4.5.).
Hetverdwijnen vandefytochroom-controle opdebladstand na 420 minuten
donker-rood,kanwellichtwordentoegeschreven aaneenhoogATPniveau,dat
de werking van Pfr in deze teniet zou doen.
Deaard vandestoffen, dieeenrolspeleninlaterefasen vandereactie-ketens
en leiden tot remming of bevordering van bloemaanleg, isbesproken in hoofdstuk 5.Vooralaaneffecten vangibberellinen, auxinen enabscisinezuur is daarbij aandacht besteed.
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